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Widowhood is an experience that typically brings about many

jä. changes in the lives of surviving spouses, and the resources

available for coping may be limited, particularly for elderly

persons. Specific variables which influence the ability of men

and women to cope with the changes brought about by widowhood

have not been identified completely. No one has examined the

extent to which widowed persons are able to manage resources so

they can continue performing personal and household functions.

It is reasonable to assume that this type of continuity is a

necessary foundation for overall adjustment to widowhood.

Empirical data used in this study are from a larger project

entitled "Continuity of Household Task Performance During

Widowhood", supported by the AARP-Andrus Foundation. The Household

Task Performance model was applied to examine gender differences in

household task performance before and during widowhood and vari-

ables associated with strategy choice for maintenance of continuity

of household task performance during widowhood. Respondents to the

personal interviews were 173 household heads (38 males and 135

females), aged 60 to 91 years, who had been widowed 5 years or less



and lived in Southwest Virginia. Respondents were located using

public records and personal referrals.

Widowers received more help than widows. Widowers widowed for

longer time periods assumed personal responsibility for fewer tasks

than their more recently widowed counterparts. Women widowed for

shorter periods performed more of their own tasks than women

widowed for a longer time.

Both widows and widowers were maintaining continuity despite

the generally lower skill level in household tasks for males

Two strategies for maintaining this continuity were identified: (1)

use and/or development of the widowed person's own resources, and

(2) substitution of the labor of others for the performance of

household tasks. Multiple regression analysis identified 5 predic-

tors of household task performance strategy choice: health status,

household task performance resources and resource demands, house-

hold task performance skills and knowledge, normative expectations

for gender role, and initial adjustment difficulty.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem Setting

"To be a widow is to be at risk; to be an aged widow is to

be in peril" (McConnell, 1982). According to the American

Association of Retired Persona (1984), the number of elderly

persons living alone is growing at a rate three times higher tha

the elderly population in general, which is expected to increase

by 42Z in the 60+ age cohort and 86% in the 80+ age cohort by

the year 2000 (Virginia Department for the Aging, 1985). Aging in

itself entails the progression through a number of changes in

the life and lifestyles of individuals. Changes in physical

condition, employment, social involvement, and social status all

are commn in later years. Although aging has been viewed in the

past as the gradual loss of all roles due to these changes

leading to characterization of old age as the "roleless role"

(Hiltz, 1978), a more widely accepted view now characterizes

aging as a series of changes in roles. There may be a relinquish-

ment of some or all of the social roles held in typical adulthood

but there is also the assumption of new roles typical of later

years (Phillips, 1957). Successful adaptation to older adulthood

and widowhood implies the ability to accept the changes that com-

monly accompany later life.

1
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Throughout one's life, resources and activities change and

change is considered a normal occurrence across the lifespan.

While some changes may require individuals to make slight

adjustment and cause little upheaval, others have powerful

impact and demand great effort in adjustment” and adaptation.

People respond to change differently, depending upon the

situation at the time of the change and the resources for coping

(Deacon & Firebaugh, 1975; Hill, 1965; Hultsch & Plemons,

1979).

Widowhood is an experience that typically brings about many

changes in the lives of surviving spouses and the resources

available for coping may be limited, particularly for elderly

persons. Research has shown that people display a wide range of

reactions to the changes that accompany widowhood (e.g., Berardo,

1968, 1970; Carey, 1977; Clayton, 1974; Gove, 1972a, 1972b, 1979;

Parkes, Benjamin, & Fitzgerald, 1969; Parkes & Brown, 1972), with

men often having much greater difficulty coping and more serious

health problems in widowhood than women.

Specific variables that influence the ability to cope with

the changes brought about by widowhood for men or women have not

been identified completely. Factors that have been explored

thus far include psychological reactions to widowhood, such as

depression; sociological aspects, such as amount of social

participation; and physiological indicators of adjustment, such
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as morbidity (serious illness) and mortality (death) rate. No

one has examined the extent to which widowed persons are able to

manage resources so they can continue performing routine tasks

necessary to maintaining personal and household functioning.

Yet, one aspect of successful coping is reflected in the ability

to manage the tasks of everyday living, such as cleaning the

house, preparing meals, caring for oneself, and maintaining

interaction with social-cultural, economic, and political systems

outside the household (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1981).

It is reasonable to assume that this type of continuity is

a necessary foundation for overall adjustment to widowhood.

According to Masl¤w's (1954) hierarchical theory, basic needs of

food and shelter must be met before other, higher order, social

and emotional needs can be addressed. Maslow's theory suggests

that the basic tasks of everyday living necessary for maintenance

of self and organization of the household must be fulfilled

before an individual can concentrate on adjusting to the social

and emotional changes brought about by widowhood.

Deacon and Firebaugh (1981) defined management as the

activities that are aimed at meeting "desired goals and purposes

by using resources" (p. 31). It can be assumed that the goal of

the widowed person is to maintain independence. Therefore, it

is necessary for resources to be identified, developed, maintained,

and used purposively toward that end. In concert with measures of
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psychological, sociological, and physiological aspects of adjust-

ment to widowhood, measures of the ability to maintain independent

functioning in household and personal care tasks, which can be

considered measures of management activities, contribute to the

explanation of variance in adjustment among surviving spouses.

Differences in continuity of household task performance-the

observable indication of management--between widowed men and women

may partially account for observed gender variations in coping

with widowhood.

Background and Importance of the Study

Compared to other changes in life, loss of a spouse is an

event that produces extremely serious effects (George, 1980).

One of these effects is that widowhood may drastically

necessitate changes in the roles or "patterns of action" of the

surviving spouses. Coping with major role changes requires the

ability to incorporate new responsibilities into the existing

role structure (George, 1980; Hill, 1965).

There is a large body of research related to strategies

families use to cope with crises in the early and middle stages

of the life cycle, but less is known about adjustment to

widowhood, particularly in the later years of life. Much of the

literature that is available deals with the psycho—social

adaptations of elderly widowed women but not men (Lopata, 1973;

Stroebe & Stroebe, 1983). The majority of the research that has
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included both widowers and widows used small samples (e.g.,

Elwell & Maltbie-Crannel, 1981) or examined only the

psychological effects of beresvement on each group (Gove, 1972a;

Stroebe & Stroebe, 1983). Few studies of the functional abilities

of men or women after widowhood have been reported.

There is great need for additional investigation of the

ways men, in particular, cope with widowhood because some writers

have reported that men appear to adjust much less successfully

than women (Helzing, Szklo, & Comstock, 1981; Stroebe & Stroebe,

1983). The reasons for this gender difference are unclear. What

does appear certain is "that added emphasis is needed on the

studies _involving the weaker sex-the widowed male" (Helzing et

al., 1981, p.808).

Why are men often less capable than women in coping with the

changes brought about by widowhood? What resources do they lack

that interfere with successful adaptation to this phase of life?

George (1980) and Hill (1965) suggested that both the duration of

the period of disorganization and the level of recovery following a

crisis are affected by the implementation of new routines and per-

formance roles as influenced by the resources the individual pos-

sesses at the time of the crisis or learns by trial and error.

Possession and utilization of resources prior to the event of

widowhood would provide a foundation upon which the surviving

spouse could draw to ease the stress and difficulties brought
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brought about by this crisis (Palmore, Cleveland, Nowlin, Ramm,

& Siegler, 1979). If men experience more difficulty in adjusting

to widowhood, is it because they lack a strong foundation in some

· of the tasks basic to the maintenance of an independent household?

Research in family time management and division of labor

over the life cycle has shown that specialization of household

task performance roles occurs early in the marriage and becomes

increasingly well·defined over time (Blood & Wolfe, 1960;

Brubaker & Hennon, 1982; Lovingood & Firebaugh, 1978; Schaffer

& Keith, 1981; Walker & Woods, 1976). The traditional household

tasks composing the wife's role include those necessary for

everyday life inside the house—cooking, cleaning, and laundry;

the husband's tasks tend to require less frequent attention and

are not as essential to maintenance of health and well-being—car

maintenance, household repairs, yard work, and financial

management (Blood & Wolfe, 1960; Ericksen, Yancy, & Ericksen,

1979; Lovingood & Firebaugh, 1978; Walker & Woods, 1976). Hunter

(1968) and Brubaker and Hennon (1982) found, further, that these

patterned roles of husbands and wives become even more concrete
1

in retirement. This implies that husbands, and wives as well,

may be deficient in the resources necessary for performing

household tasks that comprise the spouse's role set because they

may never have learned these skills.
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Research has shown that men do have more difficulty

adjusting to the loss of their spouse than women (Helzing et al.,)

1981; McConnel1, 1982; Stroebe & Stroebe, 1983). One measure of

this lack of adjustment has been morbidity and mortality rates.

In a study of English and Welsh widowers, Young and Wallis (1963)

found the mortality rates of widowers during the first six months

of widowhood exceeded that of a comparactive group of married men

by 402. The specific reason for this increased mortality rate of

widower: but not widows has not been established. Indeed, the
L

highest suicide rate of any group is among white males between the

ages of 80 and 84 years (McConne1l, 1982), taking into account both

active, deliberate forms as well as more passive forms, such as

:e1f-starvation, medical noncompliance, and alcohol or drug abuse.

Statistics show that elderly msles (age 64 years or older) commit ·

suicide at a rate of 52.1 per 100,000, whereas their female coun-

terparts' rate is only 9.8 per 100,000 (U.S. Burea of the Census,

1982). Specific reason for this difference in mortality rates has

not been established.

Remarriage rates of widows and widowers differ. The rate for

widowers over 65 is seven times higher than that of widows the same

age (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980a). This indicates, in part,

that more men than women may find remarriage an appropriate way of

coping with the deficiencies in resources necessary for necessary

for maintaining an independent household. But only one in four„
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widowers over the age of 65 chooses to remarry (Cleveland

& Gianturaco, 1976). How do the others maintain continuity of

daily household task performance? '

Some women may also remarry as a means of coping with

resource deficita during widowhood, but the low ratio of older

men to older women means that this option is not often available.

Widows, too, must assume new tasks to maintain household

continuity. Why, though, does it appear easier for them than for

their male counterparts?

One explanation may be differences in the nature of the

"opposite sex" tasks that widows, as compared to widowers, must

learn. The adjustments necessary for women often require

learning new skills, particularly in financial management

(Lopata, 1979). Widows may view the new responaibilities

positively because they extend social relations and require

independent decision-making. They provide a challenge to develop

individual autonomy, and success in meeting this challenge can be

rewarding and can greatly enhance a widow's self-esteem.

Widowers, on the other hand, must assume routine housekeeping

functions that they may view as having little prestige and may,

in fact, be considered "deviant" and demeaning (Arens, 1983).

Being forced to perform tasks which diminish confidence and self-

esteem may contribute to the increased incidence of depression
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and other forms of mental illness in widowers as compared to

widows (Gove, 1972a).

The Problem

To summarize, research suggests that performance of

household tasks is typically gender—specific. With the death of

one's spouse, the survivor must assume new roles to maintain an

independent household or find someone else to perform the tasks

of the deceased partner. This study was designed to examine the

household task performance roles of older men and women for the

periods prior to and after widowhood, and to determine personal

and social factors that contribute to the ability and strategy

of widowed persons to maintain their independence with respect to

personal and household functions—household task performance

continuity.

Because the population is growing older, research of this

nature is valuable in directing the efforts of intervention

programs to address more specifically the needs of older widowed

men and women. Additionally, resources used in assistance

programs for older adults may be conserved by helping than remain

independent as long as possible. It is assumed that preparation

for maintaining independent living in widowhood through awareness

of household task competencies or deficiences and subsequent

education to increase task competency, as well as resource

identification, development, and use, will positively impact the
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ability of older men and women to cope with the extensive changes

that occur with the event of widowhood.

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this investigation were to (a) conduct a

detailed examination of household task performance prior to and

following widowhood, and (b) identify demographic and social

factors related to variations in continuity of household task

performance that accompany the maintenance of an independent -

household during widowhood.

One factor affecting household task performance after

widowhood is the extéut of a person's experience and competence

in conducting various tasks 1 widowhood. _ Couples evolve

diverse patterns of allocating tasks to husbands and wives,

thereby individuals acquire varying levels of skill. Other

influencing factors are the sources and amount of help from

persons outside the household upon whom surviving spouses may

depend even more in widowhood than before. Whether or not

certain tasks are accomplished may be a joint function of a

widowed person's capabilities and the availability of supportive

social networks. Thus, the objectives of the study were (a) to

identify patterns of household task performance by husbands and

wives and the extent to which they depend on others outside the

household prior to widowhood; (b) to determine continuities and

changes in household task performance by surviving spouses and
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others outside the household after widowhood; and (c) to identify

significant predictors of variations in strategies used to

maintain household task performance continuity during widowhood.

Pilot Study ·

The impetus for the present study stemmed ‘from the results

of a secondary data analysis (Hill, 1985). The sample for

the pilot study was taken from the data base of Geerkin & Gove

(1983) and consisted of 152 widowers and 149 widows with a mean age

of 66.8 years. Five significant independent variables -— gender,

income, initial adjustment difficulty, traditional sex role

attitudes, and tasks performed by others —- from the full

regression model - age,educational attainment,traditional sex

role attitudes, household responsibilities of the respondent,

household responsibilities of others, household tasks not

performed, time since widowed, self-perceived initial adjustment

to widowhood, income, and gender-explained only 11% of the

variance in functional adjustment to widowhood.

The results of this exploratory study indicated that a

combination of personal characteristics and household task

variables may provide important information regarding the coping

abilities and the needs of widowed persons. In the present study

the researcher further developed and tested the model to identify

facets of these and additional related variables that

contribute to explaining the variance in coping with widowhood,
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understanding the impact of widowhood on everyday life, and

identifying helpful intervention for widowed persons.

Organization of the Report

The theoretical background chapter of the report includes a

review of literature as it relates to the theoretical model.

This model is operationalized in Chapter 3 and a discussion of

and justification for the concepts included in the model are

presented. Methods of data collection are presented in Chapter 4.

The sample is described in Chapter 5, and findings are presented

and discussed in the following chapter. Finally, conclusions and

implications of the study are found in Chapter 7.

Empirical data used in this study are from a larger project

entitled "Continuity of Household Task Performance During

Widowhood" (Lovingood, Blieszner, & Hill, 1987), an AARP—Andrus

Foundation supported project which was jointly conducted by the

Center for Gerontology, the Department of Housing, Interior Design

and Resource Management and the Department of Family and Child

Development at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

(A brief description of the project appears in Appendix A.)



CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Family Roles

According to Hill (1965). the family is a nu.mber of

interacting members with each having an ascribed role to play

within the family structure. Lopata (1971) defined roles as recur-

rent behavior patterns people exhibit as they interact in groups

such as the family. Roles allow family members to predict

behavior and form expectations. The adequacy with which family

members carry out their roles directly relates to the family's

success in achieving its goals — its "desired state(s) of being"

(Edwards, 1970, p. 653). One major goal which can be assumed for

all families is maintenance of its independence as a household

unit.

Walker and Woods' (1976) study of time use in the household

showed a significant difference in the amount of time spent by

wives as compared with husbands over the life cycle. This is

also suppported by data reported by Blood and Wolfe (1960) and

Keith and Schafer (1986). Young couples, prior to the birth of

first child, tend to be balanced in task specialization and

couples share more of the responsibility for household tasks.

The young family, after the birth of the first child, shows

defined patterns of household task performance roles. Wives'

roles are more likely to include shopping, food preparation, meal

13
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planning, and home decorating (Lovingood & Firebaugh, 1978).

Husbands in this stage tend to take the tasks of house repairs,

insurance purchase, and car selection, purchase, and maintenance

into their roles (Lovingood & Firebaugh, 1978). Involvement of

the husband in household tasks decreases over the child-rearing

stage (Blood & Wolfe, 1960; Campbell, 1970; Farkas, 1976, Zalenski,

1987). Further, Hunter (1968) found that these patterned roles of

husbands and wives become even more firm in retirement.

Therefore, research has shown that marital role deliniation of

wives includes a greater proportion of household tasks than does

that of husbands and these roles appear to change very little,

if any, over the family life cycle.

Widowhood and Role Changes

Compared with other changes in the life of the individual

(and the family), the loss of a spouse produces the most serious

effect (George, 1980). The event of widowhood may drastically

change the roles (patterns of action) of the surviving spouse.

Coping requires adjusting which, in turn, requires that one

accept new responsibilities into the role structure (Hill,

R.. 1965).

Hill (1965) suggested a ”roller coaster profile" for

adjustment that may be applied to the crisis of widowhood. The

tem of disorganization and the degree of recovery following a cri-

sis are affected by the implementation of roles that are influenced
I
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by the resources the surviving spouse possesses at the time of

widowhood or learns by trial and error.

Silverman (1982) viewed life events such ss widowhood in

terms of the changes they imply, not solely the crisis event

itself. These changes, or transitions, occur as" one moves from

one situation to another, and adaptation to transitions involves

learning new roles. The less well-defined the role that an indi-

vidual must learn, the more difficult the transition will be

Possession of resources prior to the event of widowhood would,

logically, esse the stress and difficulties brought about by

the crisis (Palmore et al., 1979). Among these resources are

skills and knowledge gained through household task performance

during earlier family life cycle stages. Indeed, Gross,

Crandall, and Knoll (1973) summarized this succinctly by saying

that "the outgrowths of the retiranent [and widowhood] period are

outgrowths of earlier stages in the family life cycle" (p. 67).

Widowhood implies changes in role requirements for men and

women. Not only must they develop skill and knowledge resources

necessary for task performance and identify and tap resources out-

side the household (e.g., help from paid employees, family or

friends, or community services agencies), but they must hold

positive attitudes toward learning and performing these tasks.

Attitudes as well as resources may differ between men and women

as a result of past household task performance and social roles.
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As Lopata stated, "the ease with which an individual accepts the

need to learn a new role is inversely related to the intensity of

the stigma associated with that role" (1969, p.23•)

Gove (1972a) concluded, similarly, from his study of married '

and widowed men and women, that gender differences in mental

health of the widowed may be explained by considering that the

married role of women may be less advantageous than for men

because women, traditionally, hold only one major role. Men

traditionally hold two roles (household head and breadwinner),

both of which are considered positive and fulfilling. At

widowhood, women lose whatever inequality they experience in

their marital role and, therefore, widowhood may provide positive

change. Men, however, often lose two positive roles and gain a

less appealing role of home care—taker, leading to less
‘

fulfillment and a higher rate of mental illness.

A Roles learned and held in earlier life and marriage, then,

change with the event of widowhood. The effects of these role

changes may lead to differences in adjustment to widowhood

between men and women.

Gender Differences in Adjustment to Widowhood

Helzing et al. (1981) have offered the interpersonal protec-

tion theory as an explanation of widowers' coping difficulties.

They propose that marriage offers a "protective screen" to each

partner that provides emotional and validational support. The
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loss of the spouse removes this protection. Husbands are

traditionally more socially isolated outside the work environment

with wives more commonly carrying the role of keeping up family

social contacts (Bock & Webber, 1972). Wives are also more

likely to develop supportive relationships outside the marriage,

however, wives are almost exclusive confidants to most husbands

(Bock & Webber, 1972). Further contributors to this lack of

a social support system and to coping difficulties are the males'

traditional reluctance to admit feelings and the relatively small

reference group to provide support and identification for widowers

(Halzing et al., 1981).

To date, one study (Vinick, 1983) addressed the ways widows

and widowers allocate resources and perform tasks necessary for

the survival of the household as an independent unit. In this

study of 23 widowers in an urban area, the researcher found that

« although 61% lived alone, a primary reason for not living alone

given by the others was their reliance on someone else for

household aid. Of those living alone who performed their own

housekeeping tasks, most were continuing a pattern established

early in marriage or at the time of their wives' illness

immediately preceding death. They had not adopted new strategies

in widowhood. However, nearly 60% of the widowers who lived

alone had some help with household tasks from someone outside the

household.
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To summarize, research suggests that performance of

household tasks is typically gender—specific. With the death of

one's spouse, the survivor who wishes to maintain an independent

household must assume new roles or find someone else to perform

the tasks of the deceased partner. The success with which these

roles are assumed depends upon the skills with which one enters

widowhood and one's perception of the social acceptability of

- acquiring the new role.

This study, then, was designed to examine widows' and

widowers' household task performance for the periods prior to

and after widowhood, and determine personal and social facters

which contribute to widowed persons' choice of strategy for the

maintenance of household functioning.

Theoretical Model

The systems approach provides a useful way of organizing

concepts in the model of household task performance. A systems

approach highlights interrelationships, interdependence, and

interaction of components, affording the examination of individual

components and the system as a whole (Gross, Crandall, & Knoll,

1973). Churchman (1968) described a system as a set of parts

coordinated for the accomplishment of goals.

The family or household may be viewed as a system whose

functions or goals include provisions for physical needs of its

members, maintenance with outside relations, maintenance of
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member morale, and the production of goods and services necessary

to continued independence (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1975). Subsystems

are segments of a larger system which also have distinct and

coordinated sets of parts for the accomplishment of goals but

which work to fulfill a functional role in the overall system.

Deacon & Firebaugh (1975) viewed the family system as having two

major subsystems: the personal system and the managerial system.

Functions in the managerial system are to plan and implement the

use of resources to meet demands resulting from family goals and

values. Much family resource management research to date has

investigated the components of this managerial system, focusing

on the processes of planning or controlling activities of

homemakers.

This study, however, examined the effects of changes in

selected inputs of this system on observable outputs, completed

_ household tasks, and assumed that because the outputs are

observed, the management process (the "throughput") had

occurred. The system investigated in this study was the

"Household Task Performance System" developed by Lovingood and

Firebaugh (1978). This model conceptualized household task

performance as "recurrent patterns of action resulting from a

combination of household tasks and available human resources as

affected by various social-demographic characteristics" (p. 21).
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Inputs of the System

The inputs in the system are household tasks necessary for

maintenance of an independent household and household members'

resources available through possession or procurement.

. Steidl and Bratton (1968) defined household tasks

as the "means lactivities toward achieving major, long range goals

of homemaking" (p. 34) and stated that these tasks are essential to

the maintenance of the family and achievement of its goals.

Tasks can be categorized as decision-making or decision-

implementing tasks (Schlater, 1967). Decision·-making tasks

include decisions about how the home will be decorated or

furnished, meal planning, and financial budgeting. Decision-

implementing tasks include doing the grocery shopping, preparing

meals, doing the laundry, maintaining the car, and doing yard

work.

Studies of household task allocation and time use have

provided sets of tasks believed essential to the maintenance of

the household (e.g. Bird, Bird, & Scruggs, 1984; Blood & Wolfe,

1960; Centers, Raven, & Rodrigues, 1971; Ericksen et al., 1979;

Levinger, 1964; Lovingood & Firebaugh, 1978). Tasks necessary

for the maintenance of an independent household can be viewed as

a type of demand requiring attention by the family.

Resources. Resources are the "means which are available

and recognized for their potential in meeting demands" (Maloch &
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Deacon, 1966, p. 32). The resources available to a family

include those possessed by its members and those that can be

procured from outside the) household. Resources can be

categorized into "materia1" or "human" resources. Material

resources include goods possessed by the family and financial

income that is available for the procurement of household task

performance from sources outside the household. Human resources

include skills and knowledge related to household task

performance possessed by household members or by persons outside

the household which can be procured.

The household task performance role of individual household

members emerges from a stock of resources that individuals can

possess or procure. During their life together, each couple

employs various amounts of their own and outside resources to

develop a characteristic pattern of resource allocation in order

to maintain an independently functioning household unit. The

pattern is influenced by external factors that affect both the

resources possessed by the individual and the resources available

from outside the household. The resources needed for the

performance of tasks are influenced by external factors outside

the boundaries of this system.

External Factors Affecting Inputs

Social and personal factors may influence the inputs of the

syst. As family members interact with the other systems in
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society outside the household, they perform additional roles

that may affect the stock of human resources they have

available. Family composition may affect the types of tasks that

are necessary for family functioning and goal achievement. For

example, young children or grandchildren in a household require

more physical and non-physical care than is necessary in a family

with older, teen-age children (Walker & Woods, 1976).

Throughput of the System

A transformation occurs in the throughput component of the

system when inputs are coupled with the external factors to

produce output. This transformation has been considered to be

the managerial process, allowing families to use resources to

attain goals (Maloch & Deacon, 1966). Throughput in this

conceptual model is the process by which family members form

their recurrent patterns of household task performance—their

household task performance roles.

Output of the System

The tasks, resources, and external factors lead to household

task performance role formation, the system throughput, which, in

turn, leads to the output of the system, household task roles

and, subsequently, maintenance of household independence.

Assumptions

Assumptions of the model are that:

1. A household goal is to maintain independence.
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2. Members share this goal.

3. The household is a purposive system (Ackoff, 1971) and

members contribute resources toward this goal.

4. Households possess or can procure necessary resources.

5. Role formation/task performance indicates management has

occurred (Schlater, 1967).

Summary

This presentation of the theoretical model and review of

supportive literature has included a discussion of family

household task performance roles over the life cycle, with

particular attention to the widowhood period, as related to the

ability to maintain continuity of household task performance

during widowhood. A gap exists in the body of knowledge of

family resource management and family studies regarding the

difference: in adjustment to widowhood that may be affected by

household roles learned and held earlier in life. Additionally,

difference: in the ability to generate or maintain social support

relationship: outside the marriage related to adjustment have

not been examined nor have the effects of gender specificity of

household task performance on the widowed person': ability to

assume new roles to maintain an independent household during widow-

hood.

The individual concepts contained in the theoretical model,

The Household Task Performance System, have also been explained
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and justified. The application of this model to household task

performance role formation and continuity of household task

performance during widowhood in the empirical study will now be

' presented and discussed.



CHAPTER III

EMPIRICAL MODEL

The empirical model for this research, "Household Task

Performance System During Widowhood" (Figure 1), expands upon

the results of the pilot study (P. P. Hill, 1985) by integrating

concepts related to household task performance and resources

available to widowed persons as they cope with the lossof their

spouses. This empirical model, derived from the theoretical model

of the household task performance system, provided the

investigator with identification of the differences in and

factors associated with variations in choice of strategy for house-

hold task performance strategy choice during widowhood.

Empirical Framework and Supportive Research

Inputs to the System

The type of household tasks necessary for the maintenance of
”

an independent household change little from the pre-widowed to

the post-·widowed state. Certain tasks, such as grocery shopping,

cooking, laundry, cleaning, and bill paying, remain essential to

the survival of the household. The stock of resources, human or

material, both possessed by the individuals in the household and

available from outside the household, do, however, change at the

event of widowhood. The resources of the deceased spouse, the

skills and knowledge regarding the performance of household

tasks, are no longer available (Lopata, 1973; Arens, 1982).
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INPUTS THROUGHPUT OUTPUT

asks ....___é> Household Task Household
Performance Role --g} Task

esources .i.} Formation _ Perfor-
Household mance

Human Roles
Skill and
knowledge of members
for household task
performance

Material ·
Income

Extraäousehold
Human

Skills and
knowledge of
household task
performance of
family, friends,
others

External Factors Affecting Inputs

1. Age
2. Education level
3. Occupation
4. Health status of househeld members
5. Social involvement
6. Gender
7. Household human resources and resource demands
8. Geographical area of residence
9. Knowledge of community resources

10. Dwelling maintenance responsibility
11. Employment status
12. Length of widowhood
13. Income level and regularity
14. Normative expectations for gender role ·
15. Adjustment difficulty

Figure 1. Household Task Performance During
Widowhood
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Financial resources, such as retirement benefits or earned income,

may also diminish or disappear. Social relationships which may

provide resources for household task performance may also cease

(Helzing et.al., 1981; Bock & Weber, 1972).

At the event of widowhood, new resources must by developed

or tapped by the surviving spouse. Resources must be identifiedl

and the choices for their use must be weighed. For example,

should the widow learn to manage the household finances or is

a reliable family member possessing these skills available to

assume the task? A professional accountant could also be hired,

making use of the material resources available to accomplish the

task. Should a widower learn to cook for himself, purchase more

expensive but easy-to-prepare convenience foods, or eat most

meals away from home?

External Factors that Affect Inputs

Factors existing in this system's environment that affect

resources include those that affect the household task

performance system of any household. ggg, education, and

occupation of the spouses have been shown to have an impact in

previous studies (Blood & Wolfe, 1960; Centers et al., 1971;

Komarvosky, 1967; Lovingood & Firebaugh, 1978).

These authors also found ggg to be an important external

factor. In the household task performance system of the widowed

older person, health can linfluence an individual's ability and
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motivation toward performing tasks. Twelve to 16% of all persons

65 years or older in the U.S. say they have a physical limitation

and require regular help with tasks such as cooking meals or

grocery shopping (Taylor, Kagay & Leichenko, 1986). Changes in

health status after widowhood may also affect. the ability to

perform household tasks even if the tasks were performed prior to

widowhood.

Social involvement is another important factor that affects
’

available resources. Whether through paid employment, volunteer-

ism, or participation in community, religious, or social organiza—

tions, social involvement may provide for development of managerial

skills (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1981) as well as emotional support and

household task performance resources.

In addition to these external factors which were cited by

researchers in the context of household task performance, a

number of other variables may also affect the stock or

availability of resources of the older widowed person. Many

studies have shown that men appear to cope mich less successfully

with widowhood than women (e.g., Helzing, et al, 1981; Stroebe &

Stroebe, 1983), making g an important external factor

affecting resources in the household task performance system of

older widowed persons (Hill, P. P., 1985).

Household human resources and resource demands, as reflected

in household size and composition (both the number and ages of
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individuals sharing the household), affect the resources

immediately available for household task performance. For

example, the widowed person sharing his or her home with an adult

child who assumes the task role
”of

the deceased spouse may be

required to learn a minimum of new skills in order to maintain

continuity of task performance and independence of the household.

On the other hand, an individual who lives alone in widowhood

must incorporate the entire role of the deceased spouse or depend

upon outside resources for assistance.

Geographical area of residence affects both the availability

and the accessibility of extra—household resources (Scott &

Kivett, 1980). Although public agencies may provide centralized

services for an entire urban area, small communities within and

outside the larger area differ in the types and amounts of

private resource centers in operation. Transportation networks

also differ among urban, suburban, and rural areas, limiting

accessibility of resources for some individuals. Additionally,

information regarding community resources which may be of help to

older adults is not equally available in urban, suburban, and

rural areas.

The degree of knowledge of the community resources available

to an individual affects choices and the amount and types of

resources for household task performance. Special transportation

services or meal services provided by the community can increase
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the resources of an individual in household task performance

greatly. A lack of knowledge of their existence or of the individ-

ual's eligibility to make use of these services, however, limits

the means available for accomplishing these tasks.

Dwelling maintenance responsibility may indicate the types

of task and resource demands placed upon the individual.
A

Maintenance responsibilities may vary depending upon the type of

housing tenure, with home owners having a greater degree of

responsibility for home and yard maintenance than apartment

renters or condominium owners.

glogent status offers sources of both material and human

n resources to an individual. Whether employed part-time or full-

time, the working widowed person may have access to a greater

social network and greater potential for extra-household resources

than the unemployed person. Through communication with fellow

workers, customers, or others encountered on the job, information

regarding community services, paid services, tools, or techniques

for performing household tasks may be obtained. Further, co-

workers may provide services, for barter or pay, that allow for

the completion of necessary tasks in the household. Additionally,

employment during widowhood may provide the householder with

motivation for learning new tasks, such as car maintenance or·

laundry, that may be important to maintaining the job. It also
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may provide continuity in everyday living easing emotional

adjustment to widowhood (Berardo, 1970).

The ability to develop knowledge and learn new skills and to

locate and tap extra-household resources also depends, in part,

on the amount of time one has been widowed. The "adjustment

period"—the time it takes to pass through the grieving process

and move toward more normal daily functions — varies from

individual to individual. Research shows, however, that men tend

to recover more slowly than women (Helzing et al, 1981; Stroebe &

Stroebe, 1983), taking two to four years to pass through the

bereavement period (Parkes & Brown, 1972; Young & Wallis, 1963),

even though initial adjustment in the first year appears easier

for men than women (Carey, 1977). Length of widowhood, then, may

be an important external factor affecting the resources the widowed

person has for household task performance.

Income level of the household positively affects the

ability to purchase services and/or appliances to facilitate

household task performance (Hill, P. P., 1985; Lovingood & McCul-

lough, 1986). In addition to the imlni of income available, the

regglarity with which income is received affects the ability to

purchase household services. Regular payments allow for short-

term financial planning and reduce the amount of risk perceived

in purchasing household services. In contrast, irregular income
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makes planning more difficult and may cause the recipient to

avoid purchasing services.

Because household task performance roles are allocated along

traditional sex role lines (e.g., Blood & Wolfe, 1960; Lovingood

& Firebaugh, 1978) it is assumed that normative expectations for

gender role in household task performance of individuals influence

the propensity to take on the tasks of the spouse and that strongly

traditional expectations have a negative effect on task assimila-

tion. Hill (1985) found these expectations to be a significant

contributor to household task performance role formation. Norma-

tive expectations for gender role, then, is included as an external

factor affecting resources in the model.

The response to change depends, in part, on how well people

perceive themselves as capable of adjusting to change. Self;

perceived initial adjustment difficulty may influence present

adjustment because initial resource deficiencies that hamper adjust-

ment may persist and because the stress of the initial difficulty

may negatively effect the acquisition of new resources or skills

and a positive attitude toward adjustment (Hill, P. P., 1985).

Throughput of the System

The throughput component of the household task performance

system investigated was household task performance role

formation. In this system element, processes occur by which

surviving spouses and others inside and outside the household
l
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(family, friends, agency workers, paid workers) decide upon their

patterns of responsibility, or roles, in household tasks.

Output of the System

This model conceptualizes household task performance roles

as the system outputs. The formation of these roles assumes that

tasks necessary for maintenance of household independence are

being completed and continuity in task performance exists.

Definition of the Variables

Definitions of the concepts used in the empirical model are

presented below. Specifics regarding the corresponding

instrument item number on the interview instrument and coding or

scoring for each dependent and independent variable in the model

are provided in the following chapter of this report and in

Appendix B.

Dependent Variable

Household task performance continuity strategy——the resource

alternative chosen for the performance of household tasks necessary

for maintenance of household independence in the post—widowed

state.

Independent Variables

Household task skills and knowledge —- competence and

understanding of the techniques and the activities involved in

household task performance as gained through experience in their

performance, including the categories of meal arrangements,
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household cleaning, clothing care, social activities, family and

self care, household repairs and maintenance, and money

management. '

Gender —- sex of the respondent. ‘

Income —— the total annual income before‘ taxes for the

household in the past 12 months; includes earned income, return

from investments, social security ‘benefits, benefits related ·to

jobs, armed service benefits, legal arrangements, and gifts and

inheritances.

Income regularity -— the frequency with which income is

obtained by the household.

Health status - the self—reported condition of present

health.

Social involvement - the number of hours per week of ‘

participation in social, political, religious, volunteer, or

other non—employment related groups or activities.

Household human resources and resource demands —— the total

number of non—dependent adults minus the total number of

dependent adults and/or children residing permanently in the

household.

Geographical area of residence —— the location of the

household; urban, suburban, or rural as determined subjectively

by interviewer assessment.
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Knowledge of community resources -- demonstrated

awareness of sources of information regarding the availability of

community services and household task performance services.

Dwelling maintenance responsibility - inside and outside

maintenance responsibilities of the householder and the

householder's perceived difficulty of housing maintenance.

Normative expectations for gender role - sex role ideology

as related to the performance of household tasks.

Self-perceived initial adjustment to widowhood -— the self-

reported degree of emotional and functional difficulty

experienced by the widowed person in the first month of

widowhood.Age
—- the chronological age of the respondent measured in

years.

Education level -— the highest grade in school completed by

the respondent.

Occupation -— the primary vocation reported by the

respondent as categorized using a socioeconomic index reflecting

increasing socioeconomic status (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980b).

Assumptions Underlying the Model

Assumptions underlying this empirical model are that:

1. Widowers and widows are capable of and do maintain

independent households.
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2. Widowers and widows can accurately recall household task

performance roles of themselves, their spouses, and others prior

to widowhood.

Hypotheses

The hypotheses tested in this study were based upon the empix— _

ical model. The specific hypotheses were:

1. Males and females differ in their household task
-

performance roles prior to widowhood.

2. Males and females differ in their household task

performance roles after widowhood.

3. Choice of strategy for household task performance continu-

ity is a function of age, education, occupation, health, social

involvement, household human resources and resource demands,

geographical area of residence, dwelling maintenance

responsibility, employment status, length of widowhood, income

level, income regularity, normative expectations for gender role,

initial adjustment difficulty, and/or household task performance

skill and knowledge.



CHAPTER IV

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The purposes of this study were to examine the differences

in household task performance by husbands and wives before and

after widowhood and to identify important demographic and social

factors which affect the variations in householdtask performance

continuity strategy choice for the maintenance of an independent

household during widowhood. These research questions were

investigated using data collected by personal interviews with

elderly widowers and widows in the Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area of Roanoke, and Montgomery County, Virginia, from

April through October, 1987. These data were collected under the

project entitled "Continuity of Household Task Performance During

Widowhood" (Lovingood, et al., 1987).

The Sample

In order to minimize the potential of obtaining respondents

who were frail, dependent on others for care, and easily fatigued

by interviewing, and in order to maximize the potential of

obtaining respondents faced with similar household tasks as

before widowhood, the sample consisted of widowers and widows who

met the following criteria: (a) presently not married, (b) age

60 years or older and (c) living independently as defined as

being master of the household and taking care of him/herself

(Reechie, 1973).

37
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The stratified sample was obtained using two methods: (1)

Names of the surviving spouses of men and women aged 60 years or

older at the time of death were obtained using the obituaries of

the daily newspapers covering the Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Area of Roanoke, Virginia, and Montgomery County, Virginia.

Obituaries from two categories of length of widowhood, short—term

(6 months to 3 years) and long-term (3 to 5 years), were used.

Names and information about the deceased men and women listed

along with their spouses' names and addresses were recorded.

2) Referrals of individuals meeting the sample criteria were

obtained through community sources such as church groups, senior

citizen groups, and participants in the study.

Participants were contacted initially either by telephone or

by letter to explain the purpose and nature of the study and to

encourage participation. The initial telephone call or a follow-

up call to the letter was used to establish the participant's

eligibility and to arrange a time for an interview. Data were

collected by a total of eight interviewers over the period of

March through October, 1987.

Data Collection

Based upon precedents established in research on household

production and household task distribution (e.g., Bird et al.,
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1985; Ericksen et al., 1979; Blood & Wolfe, 1960; Lovingood &

Firebaugh, 1978; Walker & Woods, 1976) data were collected using

personal interview schedules. Distinct advantages to this method

of data collection include personal contact which allows for

explanation of the rationale for the study‘ to encourage

cooperation and promote accuracy of responses. Additionally,

the control afforded by personal interviews facilitated obtaining

aa many complete and usable records required as possible within the

constraints of time and financial resources. A total of 375 tele-

phone contacts were made to determine eligibility and willingness

to participate with a completion rate of 462). (Table 1). A total

of 173 respondents (38 males and 135 females) participated in the

study.

Instrument Development and Pre-testing '

The interview instrument used in this study assessed the

variables which were assumed to describe household task

performance roles prior to and following widowhood and to predict

household task performance continuity strategy during widowhood,

based on previous research. Validity of the instrument was deter-

mined by a review provided by family resource management and geron-

tology specialists. The instrument was pretested for

clarity and ease of administration with a sample of five widowers

and 11 widows with characteristics similar to the sample used in
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Table 1.

Reasons for Refussl and Ineligibility of Sample

Contacts bg Gender and Length of Widowhood

Reason Males Total Females Total Sample
long short long short " Total
term term term tem

REFUSALS

Grieving 1 1 1 2 3 4

Too busy 4 4 8 2 8 10 18

Too ill 8 5 13 13 18 31 44

Afraid 0 4 2 6 6

Misc. 2 2 4 2 1 3 7

Refused
at con-
firmation 3 2 5 2 3 5 10

Un-
specified 15 22 31 35 41 76 113

INELIGIBLES

Married 7 3 10 2 2 12

In nursing
home 3 1 4 5 4 9 13

Moved out
of SMSA 3 3 4 2 6 11

Not living
indepen-
dently 3 5 8 3 3 6 14

Widowed
too long 6 6
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Table 1 continued.

Reasons for Refusal and Ineligibility

of Sgggle Contacts by Gender and Length of Widowhood

Reason Males Total Females Total Sample
short long short long short

’
Total

term term term term

Never lived 1 1
with spouse

Too young 3 3 3

Divorced,
not widowed 1 1

1 Deceased 5 3 8 6 1 7 15

Un- _
specified 4 1 5 1 2 3 8

TOTAL COMPLETED INTERVIEWS = 173 .

TOTAL REFUSALS = 113

TOTAL INELIGIBLE = 83

COMFLETION RATE = 46.1%
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the study. Adjustments and revisions resulting from this pretest

were incorporated into the final instrument.

Variable measurement. The interview schedule used in this

‘ study assessed the variables that are assumed to predict household

task performance continuity strategy during widowhood, baed on

research cited earlier. The variables included in the interview

schedule, and the methods for their measurement are presented here.

Specific details related to coding or scoring of each variable and

the related instrument item(s) are included in Appendix B.

Dependent variable. A set of household tasks, derived from

instruments used by Bird et al. (1984). Blood and Wolfe (1960),

Centers et al. (1971), Eriksen et al. (1979), Levinger (1964), and

Lovingood and Firebaugh (1978), was used. The set consisted of

items judged to be necessary for maintenance of an independent

household. (Sea Appendix C). The respondent was asked to indicate

who completed each task at the time of the interview. A "continu-

ity strategy score" was derived by summing the total number of

tasks for which the respondent took personal responsibility. High

scores represented the assumption of tasks into the household task

performance role of the respondent. Lower scores showed the

strategy of delegating or relinquishing household task performance

responsibilities had been chosen.
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Independent variables. Experiential learning takes place

each time a task is performed. Assuming minimal decay through

forgetting or other interfering factors, performance of specific

household tasks prior to widowhood may be used to index skill and

knowledge. The specific tasks for which the
A
respondent was

primarily responsible prior to widowhood were categorized into

seven groups (meal arrangements, household cleaning, clothing care,

social activities, family and self care, household repairs

and maintenance, and household money management) (See Appendix C).

A household skill and knowledge score was created using a

weighting of tasks within each category to derive equal point

score possibilities (10 points) for each category. For example,

the 5 meal-related tasks each received 2.0 points and the 8

laundry-related tasks received 1.25 points. The variable
A

household task skill and knowledge was created by summing the

overall task category scores creating a scale of O to 70. It

measured the human resources possessed by the respondent for

performing household tasks.

ggg of the surviving spouse was measured as the actual age

of the respondent in years as of the last birthday according to

the month, date, and year of birth reported by the respondent.

Educational level was recorded as the highest grade of

school completed by the respondent and coded using a scale of 1
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to 8 with 1 representing some grade school completed and 8 repre-

senting a post graduate degree.

The primary occupation reported by the respondent was
~

categorized using a scale reflecting increasing socioeconomic

status, with 1 representing the lowest level and 9 representing

the highest level (U.S. Bureau of Census, 1982).

glogent status was categorized using a code of 1 to 8

with "1" representing "homemaker", and "2" representing

"homemaker retired from outside employment". Retired and not

employed was designated as "3". Retired and employed part-time

or full-time were represented by "/+" and "5", respectively.

Part-time employed _respo¤dents were scored "6" and the full-time

employed were represented by a score of "7". Unemployed but

looking for work respondents were scored

of the surviving spouse was coded as 1 or 2, male or

female, respectively.

Three items were used to construct the 5-19 point self-

perceived health status scale. A score of 5 represented "no health

problems/no health disabilities" and 19 represented "great health

problems/great health disabilities".

Social involvement was measured using a 0 to 20 point scale

which reflected an increasing amount of time spent in social

activities by the respondent (i.e., church activities, clubs,
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volunteering). It was assumed that time spent in social activities

indicated degree of social involvement of the respondent.

Respondents were asked to indicate their annual e from

a set of six income ranges, with the lowest endpoint being less

than $5,000 and the highest endpoint being $25,000 °°or

more.regglarityfrom the respondent's primary income source was
l

assessed using a 6 point scale with 1 representing weekly

regularity and 6 representing no regularity.

The number and ages of other household members was used to

determine household task resources and resource demands. Using the

assumption that non-dependent adults residing in the household can

contribute resources to household task performance, a positive

point was asigned for each non-dependent adult (age 18 or over)

residing in the household. A negative point was scored for each

child (under the age of 18) or dependent adult residing in the

household, using the assumption that these household members demand

more household tasks for their care than they contribute to the

household. This resulted in a scale reflecting the increasing

availability of human resources to meet demands in the household.

Geographical area of residence, classified as urban,

suburban, or rural, as determined according to the report of the

interviewer, was coded as 1, 2, or 3, respectively.
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Knowledge of community resources available for assistance in

household task performance was assessed using two questions regard-

ing information sources of which the respondent was aware. A point

was scored for each source specified, resulting in a scale of 0 to

2. This scale reflects an increasing degree of community resource

knowledge possessed by the respondent.

Dwelling maintenance responsibility was measured using

four items regarding the respondent's maintenance responsibilities

and perceived degree of difficulty in maintaining the dwelling.

These scores were summed to produce a "dwelling maintenance respon-

sibility" scale of 0 to 4 with 4 representing the greatest respon-

sibility. .

Normative gpectations for gender role were assessed by the

scores obtained for the Attitudes Towsrd Women Scale (Spence &

Helmreich, 1978) (Appendix D items 14 through 28). This is a 15

item scale composed of statements which describe rights and roles

women ought to have in an egalitarian society. Agreement with the

statements was indicated on a 4 point scale of "strongly agree" to

"strongly disagree". Items were scored 1 to 4 with a total score of

60 indicating the highest degree of egalitarian attitude.

The year in which respondents were widowed was recorded.

From this information, two length of widowhood categories were

formed with short-term widowed respondents being widowed 6 months
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to 3 years and designated as
"1”

and long-term widowed respon-

dents being widowed 3 to 5 years and designated as "Z".

Selfzperceived adjustment was assessed using two items.

Respondents ranked their adjustment difficulty 'in the first month

from "very difficult" (1) to "not difficult at all"- (4). Addition-

ally, rank respondents how hard it was to readjust life after being

widowed from 1, representing "very hard" to 4, representing "not

hard at all". The scores on these two items were summed to create a

scale of 2 to 8 reflecting decreasing difficulty in adjustment

after widowhood.

Administration of the Instrument

Interviews were conducted by trained interviewers in respon-

dents' homes. The average length of the interview was approxi-

mately one hour. Individual interviewers were supervised on a

weekly basis to insure inter-observer consistency in interviewing

and recording. Additionally, two group meetings were conducted to

reinforce training and further insure consistency and interviewer

reliability. All completed records were checked for conpleteness

and consistency.

Data Analysis

Data were compiled for analysis using the SAS (Statistical

Analysis System) program. Descriptive statistics of means and

standard deviations, as appropriate, were computed for demographic

characteristics of the sample (age, gender, length of widowhood,
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education level, occupation, employment status, household income

level, household income regularity, health status, household task

resources and resource demands, and geographical area of resi-

dence), and the other variables of social involvement, dwelling

maintenance responsibility knowledge of community resources, norma-

tive expectations for gender role, and self-perceived adjustment to

widowhood. Analysis of variance was used to test hypotheses l and 2

(to determine significant differences between genders and length

of widowhood categories for all independent variables). Stepwise

multiple regression analysis was used to test hypothesis 3 (to

identify significant predictors of variance in the dependent vari-

able). The following chapter provides a description of the sample

used in this study. Results and discussion of other analyses are

presented in Chapter 6.



CHAPTER V

DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

The problem in this study was to examine the household task per-

formance roles of older men and women for the periods prior to and

after widowhood and to determine personal and social factors that

contribute to the strategy choices of widowed "persons to maintain

their independence with respect to household task performance conti-

nuity. Data were from the 1987 AARP Andrus Foundation study entitled

"Continuity of Household Task Performance During Widowhood" (Lovin-

good, et al. 1987). This chapter describes the sample in terms of

their personal characteristics and living environments. Results of

the statistical analyses used to test the empirical "Household Task

Performance System During Widowhood" model are presented in the fol-

lowing chapter.

Demographie Characteristics of the Sample

Data were collected from a total of 173 respondents. There

were 38 males (representing ZZ of the total sample) and 135

females (representing 78% of the total sample). The sample was

primarily caueasian (94.7%) with the remainder being black. Table

Z provides an overview of the demographic and psychosocial charac-

teristies of the sample.

Personal Characteristics

The mean ggg for the sample was 70.37 years with a range of

60 to 91 years. The mean age for males was approximately 7 years

49
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Table 2.
Demograghic and Psgchosocial Characteristics of Resgondents

·um Hamm Imul
1uuMue.............n....1.........n.....1.........n.....1
Gender ° 38 22.0 135 78.0 173 100.0

Length of Widowhood
IA

3 - 5 years 21 55.3 69 51.1 90 52.0
6 months - 3 years 17 44.7 66 48.9 83 48.0Race —
White 35 92.1 125 95.4 160 94.7
Black 3 7.9 6 4.6 9 5.3
Missing 0 4

Age. years

60-64 1 2.7 21 15.9 22 13.0
65-69 3 8.1 33 25.0 36 21.3
70-74 4 10.8 36 27.3 40 23.7
75-79 - 11 29.7 17 ' 12.9 28 16.6
80-84 12 32.4 17 12.9 29 17.2
85-89 6 16.2 7 5.3 13 7.7

>89 0 1 0.8 1 0.6
Missing 1 3 4
Meana 78.65 71.89 73.37
$.0. 6.48 7.14 7.52
Range 64-89 60-91 60-91

°t (167)-5.19. p<.0001

Education

1. 0-4 years 3 8.1 3 2.2 6 3.5
2. 5-8 years 11 29.7 18 13.3 29 16.9
3. Some high school 4 10.8 31 23.0 35 20.3
4. Completed

high schoel 2 5.4 32 23.7 34 19.8
5. Business!

trade school 3 8.1 15 11.1 18 10.5
6. 1-3 years college 3 8.1 20 14.8 23 13.4
7. 4 years college 7 18.9 9 6.7 16 9.3
8. Post graduate work 4 10.8 7 5.2 11 6.4

Missing 1 1

meanb 4.30 4.25 4.26
$.0. 2.44 1.75 1.91
Range 1-8 1-8 ' 1-8

bt (47)•0.11. n.s.
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Table 2 continued.
Demograghic and Psxchosocial Characteristics of Resgondents

wm Hamm Imal
1N1NEL........-...JL....1.......J.....L.......JL....1
Health Status Score

l

8-10 (poor) 3 7.9 1 0.8 4 2.4
11-13 4 10.5 16 6.1 20 11.8
14-16 10 26.3 32 24.2 42 24.7
17-19 21 55.3 83 62.9 104 61.2
Missing 3
Mean° 15.79 16.60 16.42
8.0. 2.97 _ 2.26 2.45
Range 8-19 10-19 8-19

°t (S0)- -1.57. n.s.

Occupation

Service Morkers 5 13.2 13 11.4 18 11.8
Laborers 7 18.4 10 8.8 17 11.2
Operatives 6 15.8 7 6.1 13 8.6
Craftsworkers 4 10.5 2 1.8 6 3.9
Clerical · 1 2.6 27 26.7 28 18.4
Sales 2 5.3 6 5.3 8 5.3
Managers _ 3 7.9 1 0.9 4 2.6
Professional s 10 26.3 25 21 .9 35 23 . O
Homemakers 0 23 20.2 23 15.1
Missing 21 21

Employment Status

Homemaker 0 44 32.6 44 25.6
Homemaker and reti red 0 45 33.3 45 26.2
Reti red 33 89.2 28 20.7 61 35 .5
Rot'! red. work
part-time 3 8.1 4 3.0 7 4.1

Reti red. work
full-t1me 1 2.7 0 1 0.6

Employed part•t1me 0 8 5.9 8 4.7
Employed full-time 0 6 4.4 6 3.5
Missing 1 1
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Table 2 continued.
Demograghic and Psgchosocial Characteristics of Resgondents

um imma Imul

Income ..
1. Less than $5000 2 6.3 12 10.2 14 9.32. $5000-9.999 6 18.8 31 26.3 37 24.73. $10.000-14.999 3 9.4 28 23.7 31 20.74. $15.000-19.999 5 15.6 9 7.6 14 9.35. $20.000-24.999 3 9.4 13 11.0 16 10.76. $25.000 and up 13 40.6 5 21.2 38 25.3Missäng 6 17 23Mean · 4.25 3.47 3.63$.0. 1.78 1.70 1.74Range 1-6 1-6 1-6
dt (148)•2.29. p<.03

Age at First Marriage
(years)
517 O 22 16.4 22 12.818-19 4 10.5 23 17.2 27 15.7 '20-5 17 44.7 71 53.0 88 51.2° 26-30 11 28.9 14 10.5 25 14.531-35 5 13.2 3 2.2 8 4.736-40 ‘ 0 0 O41+ 1 2.6 1 0.8 2 1.2Missing 0 1 1

Number of Marriages

One 28 73.7 109 80.7 137 79.2More than one 10 26.3 26 19.3 36 20.8
Length of Most Recent Marriage

(years)
Less than 5 1 2.7 1 0.7 2 1.25-10 0 4 2.9 4 2.3
11-15 0 3 2.2 3 1.7 _16-20 1 2.7 1 0.7 2 1.221-30 0 4 2.9 4 2.331-40 6 16.2 19 14.1 25 14.541-50 13 35.1 60 44.4 73 42.4More than 50 16 43.2 43 31.9 59 34.3
Missing 1 0 1
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Table 2 continued.

Men umen 1::111

Per1od of Living Away froe Spouse
(years)
Never 21 55.3 80 59.3 AN 101 58.4
1 8 21.1 16 11.9 24 13.9
2 3 7.9 16 11.9 19 11.0
3 2 5.3 10 7.4 12 6.9
4-6 2 5.3 7 5.2 9 5.1
8-9 1 2.6 1 0.7 2 1.2
12-15 1 2.6 1 0.7 2 1.2
16-18 0 3 2.2 3 1.8
30 0 1 0.7 1 0.6

Number of Living Children

0 8 21.1 20 14.8 28 16.2
1 9 8.7 29 21.5 38 22.0
2 14 36.8 36 26.7 50 28.9
3 3 7.9 29 21.5 32 18.5 _
4 2 5.3 9 6.7 11 6.4
5-6 2 5.3 8 5.9 10 5.8
7-8 0 2 1.5 2 1.2
11-14 0 2 1.5 2 1.2

Live Alone °

Yes 31 81.6 109 80.7 140 80.9
No 7 18.4 26 19.3 33 19.1

Household Members°

Children 4 16 20 60.6
Grandchildren 1 9 10 30.3
Sibl 1ngs 0 5 5 15.2
Parent 0 1 1 3.0
Other Rel at1ve 1 O 1 3.0

°Total exceeds 100I because of multiple household members. Total N
-

33.

Household Size and Composition

-5 1 2.6 0 1 0.6
-4 0 1 0.7 1 0.6
-3 0 1 0.7 1 0.6
-2 3 7.9 8 5.9 11 6.4
-1 1 2.6 15 11.1 16 9.2

0 f 33 86.8 110 81.5 143 82.7
Mean -0.3 -0.3 -0.3
S.D. 1.0 0.7 0.8
Range -5-0 -4-0 -5-0

ft(48) = -0.21. n.s.
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Table 2 continued.
Demograghic and Psychosocial Characteristics of the Samgle

V
Nun Rum Lmal

IMUH1.............JL....Ä.......J.....L.......L.....j.
Moved After Hidowhood

Yes 2 5.3 13 9.6 15 8.7
No 36 94.7 122 90.4 158 91.3

Numbers of Rooms in 0ve111ng

2-3 0 6 4.4 6 3.5_ 4 3 7.9 16 11.9 19 11.0
5 12 31.6 30 22.2 42 24.3
6 9 23.7 32 23.7 41 23.7
7 6 15.8 25 18.5 31 17.9
8 7 18.4 10 7.4 17 9.8
9 1 2.6 5 3.7 6 3.5
10 0 9 6.7 9 5.2
13-18 0 2 1.5 2 1.2

Satisfaction with Size of Dwe111ng

Less than needed 1 0.6 4 3.0 5 2.9
Just right 24 63.2 100 74.1 124 71.7
More than needed 13 34.2 31 23.0 44 25.4
Meang 2.32 2.20 2.23 .
$.0. 0.53 0.47 . 0.48
Range 1 - 3 1 - 3 1 - 3

gt(171> •
1.31. n.s.

House Too Much to Keep C1 ean —

Yes 6 15.8 15 11.1 21 12.1
No 32 84.2 120 88.9 152 87.9

Performance of Inside Repairs

$e1 f 34 89.5 108 80. 0 142 82. 1
Land1ord 4 10.5 24 17.8 28 16.2
Others 0 3 2.2 3 1.7

Performance of Outside Repairs

Se1f 32 84.2 99 73.3 131 75.7
Land1ord 4 10.5 23 17.0 27 15.6
Others 2 5 .3 13 9. 6 15 8. 7
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Table 2 continued. _ _

Men Emu Intel

Dissatisfaction with House Appearance

Yes 3 8.1 11 8.2
M

14 8.2No - 34 91.9 123 91.8 157 91.8
Missing 1 1 2

Id•a1 Housing Situation

Live a‘Ione 25 65.8 88 65.2 113 65.3
Have paid he1p 7 18.4 21 15.6 28 16.2
Have 11ve-in he1p 4 10.5 14 10.4 18 10.4Move so other

maintains 1 2.6 11 8.2 12 6.9
Move close to hel per 0 1 0.7 1 0.6Move in with another 1 2.6 0 1 0.6

Does the Present Housing Match the Idea1

Yes 33 86.8 119 88.2 152 87.9
No 5 13.2 16 11.9 21 12.1

Knows Where to Get Chore Assistance

Yes 24 *64.9 76 ' 56.3 100 58.1
No 13 35.1 59 43.7 72 41.9
Missing 1 1
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higher than that of females. However, age range was smaller for

males than females, (64-89 for males versus 60-91 for females).

Little difference was found in mean age between short- and long-

term widowed groups with both being approximately 73 years.

_ Over two-thirda of the sample rated their as good or

excellent with alightly more women than men rating their health

in these categories. These people were much healthier than the

national average in which 30% of persons age 65 years or older

assess their health as fair to poor (American Association of

Retired Persona, 1987). Over half of the sample said their health

did not constrain their activities at all, with more men (61%)

stating this than women (53%). Men, however, appeared to have

more physical problems, as the interviewers reported. Almost

one-third of the men appeared to have hearing problems as opposed

to 11% of the females. Almost one-quarter of the men appeared to

have vision problems whereas less than 10% of the women did.

Mobility appeared to be a greater problem for both groups than

other health problems.

Most of the sample had received a high school education.

Slightly more men (40%) than women (38%) had advanced their educa-

tion beyond high school. This sample appeared better educated

than their peers nationally, of whom only 10% had advanced beyond

high school (American Association of Retired Persona, 1987).
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Of the entire sample, only 12.9% were employed at the time of

the interview (11% of the men and 13% of the women). Most (83.1%)

were not working at the time they were widowed and two-thirds had

not held a job in over 10 years. Almost 90% of the men classified

themselves as retired whereas only 21% of the' women classified

themselves as such. Of those who were currently employed, 60% of

the men said they were working to keep busy while an almost equal

proportion of the women said they were working because of finan-

cial need.

When asked about their occupation prior to retirment, men

indicated they were often craftsmen, formen, or kindred workers.

Approximately 20% of the female respondents indicated their

occupation to be "homemaker". Women who worked outside the home

were most often employed in clerical positions. Approximately

one-quarter of the total sample indicated their occupation had

been professional or technical.

Almost half of the entire sample had an annual _

between $5,000 and $16,000 with slightly over one—third having an

income of $20,000 or more. These figures compare favorably with

national averages (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1986). Half of the

males had incomes of $20,000 or more (higher than the reported

national median) but half of the females had incomes between

$5,000 and $16,000 which is comparable to the national median

statistics (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1986).
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Major sources of income were social security benefits,

return from investments, and job-related benefits. Men had

slightly more income from investments and slightly more men

received social security benefits than women. More men (63%)

received job-related benefits than women (7+2%), which was

understandable since s large portion of the women had been

homemakers. Income was regular for most of the sample with 93.6%

receiving it monthly. More men than women felt their income was

better than others their age but almost two-thirds of the women

felt their income was about the same as others their age. Over

three-fourths of the men said their income took care of their

needs very well, but only half of the women indicated this to be

true.

Over three—quarters of the sample had been married only

once. Just over half of the sample were between 20 and 25 years

of age at marriage with men marrying at a slightly older age than

women. 'l'hree·quarters of the sample were married for 41 years or

more before widowhood. Most of the respondents were never

separated for any reason from their spouse over the course of

their marriage which is surprising since the mean age (73 years)

and the average length of marriage for this sample would have made

military service separation due to World War II a strong likeli-

hood.
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Half of the entire sample said they had one or two living

children and twcnty respondents indicated having no children.

Regarding household task resources and resource demands, 11% said

at least one child presently resided with them. Another 3.5% of

the sample reported that grandchildren, siblings, parents, and others

were part of the households. This represents slightly fewer respon-

dents in the sample living with family than nationally reported

(American Association of Retired Persona, 1987).

Living Environment

The majority of the sample appeared to be aging in place with

80.9% living alone. This was larger than the 30% reported

¤ational1y_ (American Association of Retired Persona, 1987). Most

(87.9%) considered their present living situation as ideal and

preferred. More women than men had moved since becoming widowed

(10% versus 5%) and one-third of those who choae to move did so

after one year of widowhood. Most lived in detached, single family

dwellings in mixed-age neighborhoods and approximately three-

quarters of the sample were responsible for the general mainte-

nance of their home. This is congruent with national statistics

(American Association of Retired Persona, 1987). Over 90% of the

sample lived in a suburban or urban area with more men than

women living in urban rather than suburban areas. Over two-thirds

said their home was just the right size for their needs and most

residences had between 5 and 7 rooms. Most respondents (88%)
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reported having no problems keeping their homes clean and main-

taining them. According to the interviewers, women's homes were

in slightly better condition than men's, although the majority of

- homes (97%) were in generally sound to excellent condition.

Transportation ··

Almost three-quarters of the sample owned an automobile,

although the proportion was higher for men (84%) than women (72%).

Men reported driving more frequently than women but over 90% of

the car owners said they drove several times per week or daily.

Fewer women said they had access to public bus services than men

(47% versus 65%) which is not surprising considering men tended to

live in urban areas (having more public transportation services)

whereas women tended to live in suburban areas (with more limited

access to public transportation services). Further, almost all

men reported having access to transportation when they needed it

but just over three-quarters of the women reported this.

Social Activities

Women spent more time in church and church-related activities

than men. Neither group volunteered much, with three-quarters of

the sample reporting no time spent in volunteer work. More women

(75%) than men (61%), however, said they had had leadership expe-

rience in the form of office or chaimanships.
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Widowhood Adjustment

The sample was almost equally divided between two terms of

widowhood: short—term (less than 3 years) and long-term (3 to 5

years). Over two-thirds said their spouse had suffered a long

illness prior to death with slightly more men than women stating

this. Almost two-thirds said the first month of widowhood was

very difficult and over three-quarters described overall adjust-

ment as fairly or very difficult. Those widowed longer described

their adjustment to be slightly more difficult than those widowed

more recently. Just over half of the total sample said that it

took one year or less to adjust but one-third of the sample said

they were not yet adjusted at the time of the interview. Most _

respondents reported that family members were most helpful at the

time of widowhood.

Knowledge of Community Resources

Overall, the respondents had knowledge of the community

resources available to them. Almost all respondents said they knew

where they could receive information about resources in the commu-

nity but slightly less than half said they knew where household

chore services could be obtained in the community.
4

Normative äectations for Gender Role

Scores on the Attitudes Toward Women Scale ranged from 31 to

53 out of a possible 60 points for the overall sample with a mean
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of 38.94. Men scored slightly lower than women. The scores indi-

cated the sample had traditional attitudes toward gender roles. h

Summary of Sample Description

Generally, the respondents were living alone and aging in place

in suburban or urban areas. They were in good health and had adequate

income to meet financial needs. Most were not presently employed and

not particularly socially active. They had been married only once

over their lifetime and almost one—third indicated that they had not

yet completely adjusted to widowhood. They were traditional in their

attitudes toward gender roles.



CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF HOUSEHOLD TASK PERFORMANCE ROLES

AND PREDICTORS OF CON'I‘INUITY STRATEGY

The household task performance roles of widowers and widows

prior to and during widowhood are described in this chapter.

Results of tests of significant differences and of the regression

model p_redicting household task performance continuity strategy

choice are also presented. Hypotheses which were tested are

discussed in relationship to the analyses performed. Finally, a

discussion of these findings concludes the chapter.

Household Task Performance Roles

Household task performance roles of spouses prior to

widowhood and surviving spouses at the time of the interview were

determined using e set of 33 household tasks covering seven areas

of household chores necessary for maintenance of an independent

household. The set was used twice. First, respondents were asked

to indicate the degree of responsibility of each spouses and

others in performing each task in the set prior to widowhood and

before any serious illness. Degree of responsibility was based

on a 5 point continuum with a score of "1" indicating the husband

was primarily responsible, a score of "3" indicating equal

sharing of responsibility between spouses, and a score of "5"

indicating the wife was primarily responsible.

~ 63
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Next, respondents indicated if they currently performed the

tasks independently or had help from others, or if someone other

than they were responsible for task completion. They also

indicated any tasks which were no longer applicable to the

independence of the household.
.4

‘

Pre-widowhood Household Task Performance Roles

Most pre-widowhood household roles fell along traditional

lines, Table 3 displays the division of labor for each task.

Women were primarily responsible for the tasks involved in meal

preparation, housecleaning, laundry (except dry cleaning), care

of family members, maintaining contact with relatives and

friends, and planning social activities (mean scores of 3.5 to

5.0). Males had primary responsibility for six tasks: planning

and performing household maintenance and. repairs, planning and ·

performing auto maintenance and repairs, and planning and making

financial investments (mean scores of 1.0 to 2.49) Other money man-

agement tasks of balancing the checkbook and paying bills, planning

family leisure activities, participating in social and community

activities, and taking garments to the dry cleaners were commonly

shared in most households prior to widowhood (mean scores of 2.5 to

_3.49). If, however, standard deviations are taken into consider-

ation, more variability in task responsibility is apparent and more

tasks than the means show may have been commonly shared by some
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Table 3.

Household Tasks Comnonly Performed Prior to Widowhood

TASK HEAN SCORE* STD. DEV.

(N=135)

planned neals 4.65 0.83

uade shopping list 4.53 0.96

shopped for food 3.86 1.21

cooked 4.61 0.80

cleaned up!
washed dishes 4.25 0.98

straightened
the house 4.66 0.68

vecuumed 4.35 1.13

dusted 4.74 0.71

uopped floors,
washed walls, etc. 4.36 1.13

scheduled weekly/
seesonly cleaning 4.57 0.94

sorted laundry 4.78 0.67

selected wesherl
. dryer settings 4.72 0.83

put clothes in washer 4.64 0.92

put clothes in dryer 4.62 0.94

folded clothes 4.62 0.88

put clothes away 4.66 0.84

hung clothes to day 4.59 0.91

maintained contact
with relativesl
friends 3.77 0.90

(table continues)
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Table 3 (continued)

Houeehold '1'aaks Conmonly Performed Prior to Widowhood

arrenged social]
coemmity activities 3.54 1.02

erranged for aedicell
dental appointeente 4.02 1.05

took care of faaily .~
eeebera 4.30 0.81

decided what child-
i

rearing practice:
were followed 3.72 0.94 •

HUSBAIDS (russ)

planned/echeduled
household eaintenancel
repeira/yardwork 1.82 1.33

perforeed houeehold
eeintenance/repaird
yerdwork 1.67 1.18

planned/echeduled
auto ee:L¤te¤ance/
repair: 1.67 1.18

perforeed auto eainteaaacel
repeira or aew they were
done 1.29 0.84

planned inveateenta 2.34 1.28

eede inveeteenta 2.33 1.34

¤-

belanced checkbook 3.08 1.77

paid bille 3.12 1.64

planned fee. ectivitiee 3.24 0.97

perticipated in aociall
coenunity activitee 3.54 1.02

took gernenta to dry
cleaner 2 . 84 1 . 57

Houaehold '1'aeka Coenonlz Perforned Prior to Hidowhood

Scoring seele- 1=huabend always
2=huabend more often than wife
3=huaband and wife equally
4=wife more often than husband
5=wife always
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couples (grocery shopping, cooking, dish washing, vacuuming, mop-

ping the floors, arranging medical appointments, planning and per-

forming household repairs, making financial investments and caring

for family members ).

Task performance by someone other than the husband or wife was

also recorded. Help was most commonly found for these nine tasks:

household cleaning, seasonal cleaning, washing, folding, and

putting laundry away, hanging clothes to dry, taking clothes to

the dry cleaner, performing household maintenance and repairs,

and performing auto maintenance and repairs.

Postwidowhood Household Task Performance Roles

For the most part, household tasks necessary for the

maintenance of an independent household were performed by the

surviving spouse following widowhood (Table 4). Variations

between task categories did exist and help with some tasks was

more common than it was for other tasks.

Meal planning and preparation tasks were performed primarily

by the surviving spouse. Other helpers included parents,

children, siblings, friends, or neighbors each to a relatively

small degree. Very few respondents reported having hired help

for any of the chores. Looking at the data by gender and length

of widowhood, more men in the short-term widowed category

performed these tasks for themselves than those in the long-term

widowed category (Table S). In contrast, more women in the
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Table 4.

Percentages of coutinuity strategy choice by task

PBRFORHE) BY

TA! SEL? HELP NOT APPLICABL8

HIRED 0THER*

plan neals 85.0 3.5 9.8 1.7
aake list 87.9 1.7 8.7 1.7
shop 79.2 2.3 17.3 1.2
cook 84.4 ·—-· 14.4 1.2
dishes 87.9 ——-• 10.9 1.2

clean house 80.9 7.5 11.6 -——-
vacuun 65.3 19.1 15.6 —-——
dust 69.9 17.3 12.8 —·—
aop 66.5 19.1 12.1 2.3
seas. clean 71.1 11.0 10.4 7.5

sort laundry 83.2 5.8 10.4 0.6
select setting 82.7 6.9 10.4 ——-
uaah clothes 82.7 6.9 10.4 ——
dry clothes 75.1 7.5 9.3 8.1
hang dry clothes 66.5 6.4 8.0 19.1
fold clothes 81.5 8.1 10.4 -·——
put clothes away 85.0 5.8 8.6 0.6
cleaner: 67.6 4.6 13.9 13.9

social contact 85.5 ·—— 13.9 0.6
social particip. 82.6 -- 7.5 9.9
aedical appt:. 90.8 0.6 7.4 1.2
exercise/leisure 89.0 1.2 4.6 6.4

plan hou:.repairs 70.5 9.8 15.7 4.0
hous. repair: 42.8 22.0 31.2 4.0
plan auto repairs 60.1 2.3 11.0 26.6 ·
auto repair: 37.8 18.0 18.0 26.2

bills 94.2 —— 5.8 —·--
check: 86.7 0.6 8.1 4.6
plan invest. 59.0 2.3 9.2 29.5
make invest. 59.5 2.3 7.0 31.2

meuber care 11.6 ——- 1.7 86.7
aenber care dec. 2.9 —-— 1.7 95.4

*0ther=£anily nenbers, friends, neighbors, conmunity agency
personnel, or anyone not employed for the purpose of °
performing household tssks

Note: n = 173 for all tasks except social participation and auto
repair: (n = 172)
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Table 5.

Percentages of post-widowhood household task performance by males

by length of widowhood

TASK SELF OTHER* N.A
(short—term/ (short·term/ (short-term/
long-term) long-term) long/term)

meal planning 76.5 / 66.7 23.5 / 23.8 0.0 / 9.5

mking list 82.4 / 66.7 17.7 / 23.8 0.0 / 9.5

shopping 82.4 / 57.1 17.7 / 33.3 0.0 / 9.5

cooking 76.6 / 7.1 23.5 / 33.3 0.0 / 9.5

dishes 82.4 / 61.9 17.7 / 28.6 0.0 / 9.5

cleaning house 82.4 / 57.1 17.6 / 42.7 0.0 / 0.0

vacuuming 70.6 / 47.7 29.4 / 52.4 0.0 / 0.0

dusting 70.6 / 47.7 29.4 / 52.4 0.0 / 0.0

mopping 76.5 / 52.4 23.5 / 47.6 0.0 / 0.0

sessonal cleaning 82.4 / 47.6 17.7 / 52.4 0.0 / 0.0

sorting leundry 82.4 / 47.6 17.7 / 47.6 0.0 / 4.8

selecting settings 82.4 / 52.4 17.7 / 47.6 0.0 / 0.0

washing clothes 82.4 / 57.1 17.7 / 42.9 0.0 / 0.0

drying clothes 64.7 / 47.6 17.7 / 38.1 17.7 / 14.3
folding clothes 82.4 / 57.1 17.7 / 42.9 0.0 / 0.0

putting away 88.2 / 61.9 11.8 / 38.1 0.0 / 0.0

hanging clothes 58.8 / 47.6 17.7 / 33.3 23.5 / 19.1

taking to cleaner 83.2 / 57.1 5.9 / 33.3 5.9 / 9.5

social contact 88.2 / 90.5 11.8 / 4.8 0.0 / 4.8

social activities 82.4 / 90.5 5.9 / 0.0 11.8 / 9.5

participation 70.6 / 76.2 11.7 / 9.5 17.6 / 14.3

medical appointmets 94.1 / 81.0 5.9 / 14.3 0.0 / 4.8

exercise/leisure 88.2 / 90.5 5.9 / 0.0 5.9 / 9.5

plan hous.repairs 88.2 / 76.2 11.8 / 19.1 0.0 / 4.8

bous. repaira 76.5 / 42.9 23.5 / 52.4 0.0 / 4.8

plan auto repairs 94.1 / 71.4 0.0 / 0.0 5.9 / 28.6

auto repairs 70.6 / 45.0 23.5 / 30.0 5.9 / 25.0

bills 100.0 / 90.5 0.0 / 9.5 0.0 / 0.0

checks 94.1 / 71.4 5.9 / 9.5 0.0 / 19.1

plan investmeats 82.4 / 61.9 0.0 / 14.3 17.7 / 23.8

make investments 82.4 / 61.9 0.0 / 14.3 17.7 / 23.8

family care 5.8 / 9.5 0.0 / 0.0 94.1 / 90.5

family care dec. 5.9 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.0 94.1 /100.0

*other= family members, friends, neighbors, community agency

personnel, or persons hired to perform household tasks
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long-term category did their own food—related tasks than women in

the short-term category (except for shopping which a greater

percentage of the recently widowed group did for themselves),

although the responses were within 10% for all tasks in this

category (Table 6). (

More outside help was reported in the cleaning category

tasks although the majority of respondents performed these tasks

themselves. A variety of helpers was also used here but a good

share of the help came from hired workers, particularly for the

tasks of vacuuming, dusting, mopping, and seasonal cleaning.

Mopping and seasonal cleaning were also considered "not

applicable" or no longer necessary by 2.3% and 7.5 % of the _

sample, respectively (Table 4). As with the food-related

tasks, more men in the short—term widowed group performed these

cleaning tasks for themselves than those who were widowed longer.

More of the long-term widowed women did their own cleaning,

vacuuming, and dusting than those more recently widowed. In

fact, twice the percentage of the long-term group did their own

vacuuming as compared with their more recently widowed counter-

parts. More recently widowed women did their own mopping

andheaviercleaning than the respondents widowed for a longer time

(Tables 5 and 6).
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Table 6.

Petcentages of poat—widowhood household task gerformance by

females by length of widowhood

TASK SELF 0THER* H.A.
(short—term/ (short-term/ (ahort—term/
long-term) long-term) long-term)

meal planning 87.9 / 89.9 10.6 / 10.1 1.5 / 0.0shopping list 90.9 / 92.8 9.1 / 5.8 0.0 / 1.5shopping 86.4 / 78.3 13.6 / 21.7 0.0 / 0.0cooking 86.4 / 92.8 13.6 / 7.3 0.0 / 0.0dishes 90.9 / 94.2 9.1 / 5.8 0.0 / 0.0

house cleaning 84.9 / 84.9 15.2 / 15.2 0.0 / 0.0vacuuming 39.7 / 65.2 30.0 / 34.8 0.0 / 0.0dusting 72.7 / 73.9 27.3 / 26.1 0.0 / 0.0mopping 69.7 / 65.2 25.8 / 33.3 4.6 / 1.5seaaonal cleaning 75.8 / 71.0 22.7 / 29.0 1.5 / 0.0

aorting laundry 86.4 / 91.3 13.7 / 8.7 0.0 / 0.0selecting settings 84.9 / 89.9 15.2 / 10.1 0.0 / 0.0washing clothes 83.3 / 89.9 16.7 / 10.1 0.0 / 0.0drying clothes 80.3 / 81.2 16.7 / 10.1 3.0 / 8.7folding clothes 83.3 / 87.0 16.7 / 13.0 0.0 / 0.0putting away 87.9 / 88.4 12.1 / 10.1 0.0 / 1.5hanging 71.2 / 69.6 13.6 / 8.7 15.6 / 21.7taking to cleaner 69.7 / 63.8 13.6 / 21.7 16.7 / 14.5social contact 95.5 / 94.2 4.6 / 5.8 0.0 / 0.0social activities 83.3 / 87.0 7.58 / 4.4 9.1 / 8.6participation 81.8 / 88.2 9.1 / 4.4 9.1 / 7.4medical appointment 93.9 / 89.9 4.6 / 10.1 1.5 / 0.0exercise/leisure 92.4 / 85.5 4.6 / 5.8 3.0 / 8.7

plan haus. repairs 62.1 / 72.5 30.3 / 26.1 7.6 / 1.5house repairs 39.4 / 37.7 53.0 / 60.9 7.6 / 1.5plan auto repairs 59.1 / 49.3 15.2 / 18.9 25.8 / 31.9auto repairs 36.4 / 29.0 37.9 / 39.1 25.8 / 31.9

bills 97.0 / 91.3 3.0 / 8.7 0.0 / 0.0checks 92.4 / 84.1 3.0 / 14.5 4.6 / 1.5plan inveatnents 65.2 / 46.4 7.6 / 17.4 27.3 / 36.2make investments 65.2 / 47.8 6.1 / 13.0 28.8 / 39.1

family care 7.6 / 17.4 3.0 / 7.5 89.4 / 81.2family deciaions 1.5 / 4.4 3.0 / 1.5 95.5 / 94.2

*other= family members, friends, neighbora, comunity agency
peraonnel or persons hiredto perform household taska

/·
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In the area of laundry, again, most tasks were part of the

role of the surviving spouse. Help, whent received, was more

common from family members, friends, or neighbors, than from

hired help in this area. Although only one respondent found

sorting clothes or putting clothes away tasks that were no longer

applicable, drying clothes, hanging clothes to dry, and taking

clothes to the dry cleaner were found no longer necessary by

· slightly larger percentages (Table 4). Men widowed longer

tended to perform fewer of these laundry tasks than men widowed

more recently (Table 5). Women widowed longer, however, did

these tasks for themselves more often than the short—term widowed

female respondents except for hanging clothes to dry or taking

clothes to the cleaners. Recently widowed women did these tasks

themselves more often than their longer—term widowed peers (Table

6).

Some respondents also received help with social/leisure

activity planning and/or participation, but most performed these

tasks by themselves. Family and friends provided help more

than hired workers when help was provided. A small number of

respondents indicated that maintaining social contact, planning

leisure activities, and participsting in social events were no

longer applicable to maintaining their household independence

(Table 4). Length of widowhood seemed to have an effect on both
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genders for these social tasks with those widowed for a longer

time doing more for themselves than those more recently widowed

(Tables 5 and 6).

More household repairs were planned and performed by others

than by the respondent with the help more commonly being received

from family and friends or neighbors rather than from hired help

(Table 4). The more recently widowed respondents in both gender

categories planned and performed more household repair tasks than

those widowed for longer time periods (Tables 5 and 6).

Planning and performing auto repairs was reported as no

longer necessary by approximately one-quarter of the sample,

reflecting the lack of ownership of an automobile by approximately

the same percentage of the sample (Table 4). A greater percent-

age of both men and women in the long-term widowed category

attended to family member care themselves than those in the short-

term widowhood category.

Household Task Skill and Knowledge

The specific tasks for which each respondent was primarily

responsible prior to widowhood were grouped into seven categories:

meal arrangements, household cleaning, clothing care, social acti-

vities, family and self care, household and auto repairs and

maintenance, and money management. Tasks in each category were

weighted, producing seven categories of tasks reflecting equal

importance in maintaining an independent household, regardless of
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the number of tasks in each category. (For example, each of the

five meal—related tasks received 2 points and each of the laundry—

related tasks received 1.25 points.) This study was based upon the

assumption that all types of household tasks are equally crucial

for maintaining independent living. Respondents were given a

weighted score for each task they indicated they had always per-

formed or had performed more than their spouse prior to widowhood.

Mean scores and standard deviations for each task category for

males and females are presented in Table 7. Mean scores for all

task categories except household/auto maintenance and repairs and

money management were higher for females than for males, reflecting

_ the expected generally greater experience women have in performing

household tasks and, therefore, greater skill and knowledge levels

upon entering widowhood. By summing the scores for each category,

an overall household task skill and knowledge score (0-70) was

determined. For males, the mean for this score was 33.00; for

females the mean score was 52.08, showing an overall greater skill

and knowledge of household task performance by the females in the

sample than the males.
U

Tests of Significant Differences

An analysis of variance was used to determine significant

differces between genders and length of widowhood categories

for various demographic and other factors. Six of the 14

variables showed significant differences at the .05 level.
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Table 7 .

Household task skill and knowledge by task category and gender

TASK MN WOMEN

mean* std dev mean* std dev

meals 2.47 2.52 9.38 1.65

cleaning 1.68 2.73 8.37 2.82

clothing
care 2.07 2.42 8.50 2.20

social
activity 5.78 3.61 9.32 1.81

family!
self care 5.46 2.46 8.78 1.98

househo1d/
auto maint.
and repairs 8.36 2.48 1.89 2.79

money
management 7.17 3.25 5.85 3.82

Total** 33.00 10.49 52.08 7.97

*range of scores is for 0-10 indicating increasing level of skill
and knowledge per task category

**range of scores is 0-70 indicating increasing level of skill
and knowledge for household task performance
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Mean ages of men and women were significantly different.

Male respondents were older than female respondents. (Table 8).

No significant difference was found in age between length of widow-

hood categories however, and no difference due to interaction was

found. ··

Significant differences between genders were also found for

occupation. The mean score on the occupation scale was higher

for women than men. (Table 8). Since 20% of the female

respondents indicated their occupation to be "homemaker", the mean

occupation score for all females may be skewed. Occupation did not

prove to be significantly different between length of widowhood

categories.

Gender also proved important when employment status was

examined. A significant difference was found between employment

status scores with the male mean score being 3.14 and the female

score being 2.40. (Table 8). This indicated that

significantly more men described their employment status as

retired and not employed or holding some form of employment.

Women described themselves more commonly as homemakers or

homemakers now retired from outside employment. Again, no

significant differences between length of widowhood categories

regarding employment status were found.

Significant differences existed between males and females

regarding ·their incomes. As reported earlier, men's mean income
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Table 8.

Analysis of Variance for Gender X Widowhood Group on Selected Vari-
ables

VARIABLE HEAN GENDER WIDOWHOOD G X WG WITHIN' GROUP
u1es/ (G) (WG)fenales ··

Age
78.65/71.89

df 1 1 1 165
MS 1267.57 29.16 95.79 49.01
F 25.86* 0.59 1.95

Education
4.30/ 4.25

df 1 1 1 168
HS 0.16 6.86 2.08 3.67
F 0.04 1.87 0.57

Occupetion
5.53/ 5.23

df 1 1 1 148
HS , 40.90 3.90 0.00 7.70
F 5.33* 0.51 0.00

Employment
Status

3.14/ 2.40
df 1 1 1 168
HS 16.03 7.33 1.07 1.98
F 8.03* 3.69 0.54

Incone Level
4.25/ 3.47

df 1 1 1 146
MS 16.50 2.10 0.91 2.98
F 5.64* 0.71 0.30

Income
Regularity

3.0/ 3.0
df 1 1 1 169
MS 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.15
F 0.01 0.28 0.28

Health
15.79/16.60

df 1 1 1 166
MS 16.88 15.32 4.73 5.89
F 2.86 2.60 0.80 l

(table continues)
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Table 8 (continued).

Analxais of Variance for Gender X widowhood
Groug on Selected Variables

Houaehold Task
4 Resources and

- Resource
Dnands

-0.32/-0.28
df 1 1 1 169
MS 0.11 1.10 2.64 0.55
F 0.20 2.00 4.80*

Dwelling
Maintenance
Responsibility

2.32/ 2.59
df 1 1 1 169
MS 2.24 0.47 0.01 0.84
F 2.65 0.56 0.01

Area of
Residence

2.37/ 2.27
df 1 1 1 165
MS 0.31 0.22 0.00 0.35
F 0.89 0.64 0.01

Knowledge
of
Connunity
Resources

1.55/ 1.55
df 1 1 1 169
MS 0.00 0.01 0.12 0.28
F 0.00 0.05 0.42

Nornative
Expectations
for Gender
Role

38.80/39.08
df 1 1 1 139
MS . 0.25 31.27 17.54 13.73
F 0.02 2.28 1.28

Initial
Adjustment
Difficulty

3.38/3.21
df 1 1 1 129
MS 0.68 0.93_ 1.32 2.02
F 0.34 0.46 0.65

(table continues)
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Table 8 (continued).

Analysis of Variance tor Gender X Widowhood
Groug on Selected Variablen

Social V_
Involvenent

5.07/4.91 .
df 1 1 1 164
HS 1.61 1.42 0.47 7.19
F 0.22 0.20 0.07

Household
Task Per-
formance
Skill and
Knowledge

14.84/34.78
df 1 1 1 169
MS 11558.39 115.66 4.39 110.60
F 104.51* 1.05 0.04

* p > .05
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fell between $15,000 and $19,999 (scored 4.25) whereas their

female counterparts' income averaged between $10,000 and $14,999

(scored 3.45) (Table 8). Again, length of widowhood was not
l

shown to make a significant difference in income for these respon-

dents.
4

A significant difference was found between mean household

task performance skill and knowledge scores for men and

women. The mean skill score for men was 33.00 and for women

52.08 on a scale of O-70. (Table 8). No difference was

found between length of widowhood categories nor was there a

significant interaction between length of widowhood and gender.

The interaction between gender and length of widowhood was

found to make a significant difference in household task resources

and resource demands, (Table 8). Significant differences were

not found to exist between the main effects of gender or length of

widowhood.

The results of these analyses showed no differences between

respondants widowed for a short—term or long-term in their age,

education, occupation, health, social involvement, household task

resources and resource demands, geographical area of residence,

dwelling maintenance responsibility, employment status, income

level, income regularity, normative expectations for gender role,

initial adjustment difficulty, or household task perfomance skill

and knowledge.
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Regarding differences between genders for selected

variables, no difference were found for education, health, social

involvement, household task resources and resource demands geo-

graphical area of residence, dwelling maintenance responsibility,

income regularity, normative expectations for gender role, initial

adjustment difficulty, or knowledge of community resources.

Finally, no differences were found to exist as a result of

the interaction between gender and length of widowhood for age,

education, occupation, health, social involvement, geographical

area of residence dwelling maintenance responsibility, employment

status, income level, income regularity, normative expectations

for gender role, initial adjustment difficulty, or household task

performance skill and knowledge.

Overall, results of these analyses showed that the widowers

differed from the widows in age, occupation, employment status,

income, and household task performance skill and knowledge. The

interaction between respondents' gender and length of widowhood

were related to differences in household task resources and

resource demands. No significant differences were found between

respondents of different length of widowhood periods for any of the

variables tested.
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Examination of Hypotheses

Hypotheses 1 and 2

A repeated measures analysis of variance with pre- and post-

widowhood task performance scores as the dependent variable was

used to test the hypotheses that(1) significant differences exist

between males and females in their household task performance roles

prior to widowhood and (2) significant differences exist between

males and females in their household task performance roles after

widowhood. The pre-widowhood score was determined by summing the

number of tasks for which a respondent had taken the majority of

responsibility prior to widowhood. (For each task, males scoring 1

or 2 and females scoring 4 or 5 on the task inventory received one

point.) The range of scores was 0-33. Respondents received 1

point for each task they completed without help following widow-

hood, resulting in a post-widowhood task performance score of 0-33.

Significant differences in these scores would determine if gender

or length of widowhood or the interaction between them accounted

for differences in the number of tasks surviving spouses incorpor-

ated into their household task performance role during widowhood.

Least-squares means are reported in Table 9.
i

Results of this analysis are presented in Table 10. First,

there was a significant main effect for gender. Marital status

differentially affected household task performance scores when each

respondent's scores were averaged across the two marital status
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Table 9. h
Least-sguares Mean: for Repeated Measures Analysis
of Variance of Gender and Widowhood Group on Pre- and Post-
Uidouhood Task Scores

SOURCE LSHEANS

l
Gender
Male 16.30
Fenale 23 . 14

Widouhood Group
Short—tern 19.00
Long-tern

”
20.48

Gender X Widowhood Group
Male Short—ter¤ 14.98
Male Long—ter¤ 17.62
Female Short-tern 22.94
Fenale Long—ter¤ 23.33

Mariral Status
Pre-vidovhood 12.29

° Post-widowhood 27.14

Gender X Harital Status
Male Pre-widovhood 6.31
Male Post-widowhood 26.29
Female Pre—vidowhood 18.28
Female Post-widouhood 27.99

Widouhood Group X Marital Status
Short—ter¤ Pre-widovhood 11.96
Short—ter¤ Po•t—widovhood 25.95
Long—tern Pre-vidowhood 12.63
Long—term Post-vidowhood 28.33

Gender X Widowhood Group X
Marital Status
Male Short-term Pre—uidowhood 5.90
Male Short-tern Post-widowhood 24.05
Male Long-term Pre-uidowhood 6.71
Male Long-term Post—uidowhood 28.53
Female Short·ter¤ Pre-widowhood 18.02
Female Short-tern Post-widouhood 27.86
Fenale Long—ter¤ Pre-widowhood 18.55
Female Long—term Post-widowhood 28.12
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Table 10.

Repeated Heasures Analzsis of Variance of Gender and Length
of Widouhood on Pre- and Post-Widowhood Task Scores

SOURCE SS df MS F

Between

Gender (G) 2749.61 1 2749.61 71.77*

Widowhood
Group (WG) 134.86 1 134.86 3.52

G X WG 74.05 1 74.05 1.93

Subjects
Within Groups 6436.71 168 38.31 1.67*

Within

Marital
Status (HS) 12956.09 1 12956.09 565.27*

G X HS 1551.60 1 1551.60 67.70*

WG X MS 42.87 1 42.87 1.87
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periods. Although a similar difference existed between repondents

widowed for shorter versus longer time periods, this difference was

not significant at the .05 level. No significant interaction was

found between gender and length of widowhood in this analysis.

A significant difference existed between ‘pre— and post-

widowhood household task, scores within each respondent.

Respondents incorporated a significant number of tasks into their

household task performance role after becoming widowed. There

was a signficant main marital status effect showing that the

number of tasks done before increased following widowhood.

The interaction between gender and marital status also was

significant. In widowhood, men added more tasks to their pre-

widowhood role than women did. The interactions between length

of widowhood and marital status, and between gender, length of

widowhood and marital status were not significant. Thus, the

differences resulting from gender, length of widowhood and

marital status appear to be primarily due to the main effects of

gender and marital status and the interaction between these two

variables.

Based upon this analysis, the following statements can be

made: (1) The mean household task skill scores were

. significantly different between genders and marital status, with

a significant gender by marital status interaction. (2) The mean

scores broken down by length of widowhood did not differ
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significantly, nor were there significant interactions between

gender and length of widowhood, pre- versus post-widowhood task

performance and length of widowhood, or the three-way interaction

among these variables.

Hypothesis 3
’

Multiple regression was used to test the

hypothesis that strategy for household task performance continuity

is a function of gender, age, education, occupation, health, social

involvement, household task resources and resource demands,

geographical area of residence, length of widowhood, knowledge of

community resources, dwelling maintenance responsibility,

employment status, income level, income regularity, normative

expectations for gender role, initial adjustment difficulty, and

household task performance skill and knowledge. A "strategy"
‘

variable was constructed using household task performance of

respondents (scored 1) and others (scored O) for each task on the

post-widowhood task list. The score range was 0-33 with "O"

representing help from others for all tasks and "33" representing

all tasks performed by the respondent themselves. Values between

O and 33 reflected an increasing personal responsibility for

tasks. This strategy variable was used as the dependent

variable in the regression analysis.

A stepwise multiple regression was performed (Table ll). Of

the 17 independent variables, 6 made a significant contribution to
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Table 11.

Siggificant Predictors of Strategy Choice for Household
Task Performance Continuity

PREDICTGR b VALUE F STATISTIC PROB > F

Health 1.004 27.02 0.0273

Household Task
Performance
Skills and
Knowledge 0.129 15.65 0.0002

Household Task
Resources and
Resource
Demands 3.765 . 16.04 0.0002

Normative
Expectations
for Gender
Role -0.358 5.74 0.0192

Initial °
Adjustment
Difficulty -0.834 5.39 0.0231

Knowledge
of
Community
Resources -2.143 5.08 0.0273

R2 = 0.54
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the variance in continuity strategy choice (p < .05). These were

(in order of importance): health, household task performance

skill and knowledge, household task resources and resource demands,

normative expectations for gender role, initial adjustment diffi-

culty, and knowledge of community resources. Since strong correla-

tions between these variables did not exist (see Table 12), this

model was accepted. The model predicted 54% of the variance in

continuity strategy choice. Because 6 of the independent variables

included in the full model were signifcant predictors of continuity

strategy, the last hypothesis, Hypothesis 3 , was only partially

rejected.

Discussion of Findings _

Housebold Task Performance Roles

Pre-widowhood roles. As expected, household task

performance roles of spouses prior to widowhood fell along tradi-

tional, gender—specific lines. Women were commonly responsible for

food-related tasks, cleaning, laundry, care of family members, and

family social activities. Men's responsibilities usually included

household and auto maintenance and repairs and financial investment

management. These findings were consistent with those of Blood and

Wolfe (1960), Ericksen et al. (1979), Lovingood and Firebaugh

(1978), and Walker and Woods (1976). Planning for family leisure

activities and other financial management tasks was most often

shared but the standard deviations showed few other tasks may have
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Table 12.

Correlations Between Predictors of Household Task

~Perfornance Continuitz Strstegz ChoicePREDICTORS -Health Household Houaehold Nornetive Initial Know-
Task Teak Expec- Adjust- ledge
Resources Perfor- tations ment of
and nence for Dif- Con-
Resource Skills Gender ficulty munity ·
Denands and Role Resources

Knowledge

Health --—- -0.056 0.132 0.222 0.092 0.0064

Houaehold
Task
Resources
end
Resource
Denande -——- -·—- 0.069 -0.066 -0.044 -0.008

Household
Teak
Perfor-
nence
Skills
and
Knowledge --- --- --- -0.029 0.036 -0.081

Nor-
native
Expec-
tations
for
Gender
Role ---

--—-
—---

—-- 0.168 0.100

Initial
Adjust-
ment
Dif-
ficulty —-- --—

--- --- --- 0.154

Know-
ledge
of
Com-

_ nunity
Re-
sources--- --- --- --- —-—·-

————·
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been more commonly done jointly than the means show (e.g., some

food—related tasks, some cleaning tasks, some family member care,

household repairs, and investment management). These findings are

also consistent with those of Lovingood and Firebaugh (1978).

Household task performance help was not common. " When used, help

was used for heavier cleaning, laundry, household repairs, and
(

auto maintenance and repairs.

Household task performance skill and knowledge. Skill and

( knowledge for the performance of household tasks was assessed

using the pre-widowhood household task list. The level of skill

and knowledge possessed by the respondent was based upon the

number of tasks _for which he or she had commonly taken primary

responsibility. As expected, women's skill and knowledge was

greater in all categories of household tasks except for household

maintenance and repairs, auto maintenance and repairs, and

financial management. This concurs with the findings of

Albrecht, Bahr and Chadwick (1979), Blood and Wolfe (1960),

Hunter (1968), Keith and Schafer (1986) Lovingood and Firebaugh

(1978), and Walker and Woods (1976).

Post—widowhood roles. Continuity of household task

performance during widowhood appeared to be maintained by the

great majority of respondents in this study. Based upon the

descriptive analysis, most tasks listed were being performed.

Considering the criteria upon which the sample used in this study
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was based, this is not surprising. Eligibility to participate in

the study depended upon the respondent being living independently

as master of the household. Respondents would have needed to be

healthy enough to maintain control of their household. It would be

reasonable to assume that the majority of tasks necessary for

maintenance of an independent household were being performed and

continuity was being maintained.

The strategy used for maintenance of continuity, however,

could and did very. While the mejority of respondents assumed

most tasks left by their spouse into their own household task

performance role, they did receive help for some tasks. They used

both paid and non-paid help.

Hired help was more commonly used for tasks involved in

household cleaning and household and auto repairs than for other

tasks. Household cleaning tasks may have been physically difficult

for some respondents causing them to seek outside help. Further,

hired help for these kinds of chores is usually easy to find and

relatively inexpensive making paid help accessible. Household end

auto repairs are also often heavy, physically demanding tasks.

They also often require a meesure of skill and knowledge or tools

not commonly possessed by the respondents or their family or

friends. Therefore, it is not surprising that the findings show
i

hired help was used for these tasks.
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Help from family and friends was also common for

housecleaning tasks and household and auto repairs. In addition

to these, however, non-paid help was used for the food-related

tasks of shopping, cooking, and dishwashing and for many laundry-

related tasks. It is possible that some widowers and widows

requiring help with these additional tasks may have required more

help in general, making paid help more expensive. Therefore,

family or friends may have taken greater household task

performance responsibility. It is also possible that family or

friends "took" responsibility for more tasks in some households,

offering more help than would have been provided if someone was

hired to assist the widowed spouse. This may also account for

the non-paid help reported in maintaining social contacts.

Respondents may have, for one reason or another, relinquished

responsibilities to others who wanted to assume them.

Some very interesting findings resulted from the descriptive

analysis of the respondents according to their length of

widowhood. Men widowed for a shorter period of time tended to do

more tasks for thanselves, in general, than men widowed for a

longer time. This was reversed when female responses were

examined. This may support the findings of other researchers who

suggested that women may have a more difficult time coping with

widowhood initially whereas men appear to be coping well at first

and then experience difficulty later (Parkes & Brown, 1972). More
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recently widowed women may also have been younger and employed out-

side the home and may have chosen to hire help forth household

task.

Women widowed for a shorter time tended to receive help

(when help was received) for more day-to—day tasks whereas they _

reported doing more of the "heavier" or less frequently required

tasks (heavy cleaning, household repairs, hanging clothes out to

dry) and more tasks which took them outside their homes (taking

clothes to the dry cleaner and doing grocery shopping). It is

possible that the former set of tasks was required infrequently

enough that, in reality, the tasks had not been necessary

yet even though the respondent would not classify them as "no

longer necessary". Help may have been received for the day—to-day

tasks because the widow may have found it difficult to keep up

with them during her initial bereavement. Further, members of

the social network commonly maintained by the wife during

marriage (Bock & Webber, 1972) would have remained, making help

available. The latter tasks may have contributed to the widow's

positive mental attitude because they allowed her to leave the

solitude of the home and get out among other people, therefore,
I

she may have chosen to perform those for herself. More day-to-

day tasks were performed hy longer-term widowed women, possibly

indicating that they had begun to cope and could resume the tasks
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they had done prior to widowhood as well as assume some of their

husband's tasks.

Men widowed for a shorter time did perform more day-to-day

tasks for themselves than their counterparts who were widowed

for a long time. It is possible that the social support system

maintained by their wives was not easily accessible (Bock &

Webber, 1972) making assistance less available. Further, as

Helzing et al. (1981) suggested, these men may have been

reluctant to admit their feelings and needs and to ask for help.

Men widowed for longer periods of time did get more help (when

help was used) for the day-to—day tasks, indicating that a need

for task help was present or that they were more willing to admit

the need and and seek help. The good health status of the sample
I

suggests that a lack of desire or skill to perform these tasks may

have made help necessary. This suggestion is supported by Arens

(1982) who said that the tasks that widowers must assume may be

viewed as lacking prestige and, therefore, provide little motiva-

tion to be learned or assumed.

Both men and women who were widowed for longer time periods

arranged and participated in more social activities for

themselves than their more recently widowed counterparts. This

could be because they had made the adjustment from social life as

a "couple" to social life as a "single" person and, therefore,

had established more social bonds and more activities. It may
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also reflect a greater interest and participation in social

activities, indicating a greater degree of overall adjustment to

widowhood. More men than women in both length of widowhood

categories reported that social tasks were no longer applicable

to their lives. This was particularly true £¤r°paz:1¢1p¤:1¤¤ in

activities. This, too, may reflect a lesser degree of adjustment

for men than women over time (Parkes & Brown, 1972) or, a general

social withdrawal regardless of the state of widowhood.

Gender and Length of Widowhood Related to Selected Variables

Men and women were significantly different in several ways.

The significant difference between mean ages of gender groups (78.6

years men; 71.9 years women)could be considered surprising given

that women tend to outlive men. It should have been more likely

that the mean age for women in the sample was greater than that of

men. However, considering the fact that women in this cohort mar-

ried at an earlier age than men, as reported by the sample inter-

viewed, and that men tend to die at an earlier age, it does follow

that the women in the sample were significantly younger than the

men.

Occupation was found to be significantly different

between the two genders, but strong conclusions can not be drawn.

The occupation scale's ability to reflect an increasing level of

socioeconomic status is questionable because "homemaker" was

designated as "9", the highest score. It can be argued
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that the occupation of homemalcer does not reflect the highest

level of socioeconomic status. Indeed, some would argue that

a homemaker's status should fall at a lower (if not the lowest)

point on the scale. Others have suggested that work done in the

home should receive more status and is worth more than it is cur-

rently afforded economically. '1'herefore, the occupation scale used

in this research may not be a valid measure of increasing

y socioeconomic status. Although there was a difference between the

genders for occupation, because a large proportion of women desig-

nated their occupation to be homemaker, differences in socioeco-

nomic status reflected by this measure may not be significant.

Differences in employment status between genders were also

significant. More men were presently employed or reported being

presently retired from outside employment. More women designated

their employment status as either "homemaker" or "homemaker retired

from outside employment". It is possible that women retired from

full-time employment consider themselves to be homemakers at pre-

sent but retired men, while holding the same household task perfor-

mance role, consider themselves to be simply retired. Differences

between these two groups, then, might not be significant if both

men and women retired to homemaking categorized themselves in the

same way.

Widowers and widows reported significantly different levels

of income. This may be related to both occupation and employment
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status differences. With more men reporting their status as

retired or retired and employed, it can be assumed that

retirement benefits contribute to their incomes. More women

reported being homemakers or retired homemakers, affording the

possibility that these women had lower retirement benefits or

none at all.

Household task skill and knowledge was also found to be

significantly different between males and females. This was

expected based upon the research findings of Blood and Wolfe

(1960), Ericksen et al. (1979). Lovingood and Firebaugh (1978), and

Walker and Woods (1976) who found that over the course of marriage,

wives took responsibility for more of the tasks necessary for

maintenance of an independent household than husbands. With this

experience, wives gain the personal resources of skill and knowl-

edge for the performance of many household tasks whereas, husbands'

skill resources are more limited. These resources, however exten-

sive, are then available for household task performance continuity

during widowhood.

The household human resources and resource demands variable

was not significantly different between geuders or length of

widowhood categories but did result in an interaction between

gender and length of widowhood category. All four gender and length

of widowhood category groups had negative scores for household size

and composition, indicating that for those households with multiple
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members, there were more dependent adults or children living in the

heusehold than independent, resource—contrihuting adults. Possibly

this reflects a more current trend toward adult children and

their families returning to their parents' home to live. Grandchil-

dren would then demand, rather than contribute, slightly more

resources, resulting in a slightly negative household task

resources and resource demands score. If this does contribute to

the interaction effect between gender and length of widowhood, fur-

ther investigation would be needed to clarify more precisely where

these groups differ.
T

Differences in Task Performance Before and After Widowhood

As expected, men and women differed significantly in the

number of household tasks they, themselves, assumed during

widowhood. Traditionally, women would be responsible for a ·

greater percentage of the tasks prior to widowhood and,

therefore, would need to assume a smaller number of these tasks

than their male counterparts after widowhood. This analysis

showed that, indeed, this was true for the sample studied.

The descriptive analysis showed some differences between

length of widowhood categories and the number of tasks performed

after widowhood. Men widowed for a shorter period of time seemed

to be performing more tasks for themselves than those in the

longer time period. Women, on the other hand, tended to takev

„ responsibility for more tasks if widowed for a longer period of
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time. However, no significant difference in task performance

between before and after widowhood was found when the two length

of nwidowhood categories were examined. It is possible that

because the two gender groups demonstrated opposite patterns of

household task performance between the two length of widowhood

categories the effect of length of widowhood for the sample as a

whole was "cancelled out". Since there was no significant

interaction effect between gender and length of widowhood

categories, it is not possible to specify that this nullification

occurred.

Each respondent had changed significantly in the number of

tasks he or she had performed from before to after widowhood.

Based upon the literature, this was an unexpected finding for the

males in the sample. Because the tasks that were left by the

wife could be considered less prestigious and, therefore, provide

less motivation for men to learn during widowhood, asumption of

many of the wife's tasks into the household task performance role

of the husband was unanticipated (Arens, 1983; Gove, 1972a).

This finding was also unanticipated because males had scored

so low on the household task skill and knowledge scale. This

meant that they entered widowhood with an apparent deficit in the

resources necessary for performing these tasks for thanselves and

would be required to develop these resources if they chose to

perform the tasks themselves. This apparently was not as great
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an obstacle as suggested by the literature (George, 1980; Hill, R.,

1965; Palmore, et al., 1979) However, because the descriptive

analysis had shown that most respondents were performing these

tasks for themselves during widowhood (indeed, they were

performing significantly more tasks after widowhood than before),

finding significant differences in the number of tasks performed

by the males in this sample before and after widowhood was not

surprising. It is possible, however, based upon the descriptive

analysis, that the assumption of tasks into the personal

household task performance role is temporary for men. Since many

of these tasks are necessary for day-to-day personal and

household maintenance, widowers may have found the performance of

these tasks essential. Additionally, this, as previously dis-

cussed, could be a symptom of the slower, more difficult adjustment

men experience (Parkes & Brown, 1972). They may have been able to

cope with the day-to-day management of their households initially

but, as time progresses, the tasks may become more difficult. It

is possible that, given the selection criterion for widowhood of 5

years or less, this phenomenon was not apparent in this sample.

It was somewhat surprising that females performed

significantly more tasks after widowhood than before. Females

had had primary responsibility for a such a large number of tasks

before widowhood that it was not anticipated that further task

assumption following widowhood would be significant. Based upon
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the descriptive analysis, virtually all tasks left by the husband

that remained applicable to managing the household were assued

by the widows. This may be because the tasks that were left by

their spouse at widowhood were money management or managment of

household or auto repairs, as Lopata (1979) “had also found.

These tasks, then, may have been viewed as autonomy-building and,

therefore, the widow was motivated to take the responsibility for

these tasks herself.

Predictors of the Strategy for Household Task Performance Continu-
E1

As stated earlier, the great majority of respondents

were maintaining household task performance continuity during

widowhood. The strategy for maintaining this continuity

differed somewhat, with some respondents assuing the tasks

previously performed by their spouse and others obtaining help

from family, friends, neighbors, community agencies, or paid

help. Therefore, two strategies for maintaining continuity were

identified in this sample. In order to identify the factors

thatpredictthe choice of one of these strategies for household task

performance, a multiple regression analysis was performed using 17

variables. The list of factors found to be significant was shorter

than expected and many of the factors anticipated to be strong pre-

dictors were not important.

Health status was the most imortant predictor of performing

tasks for· oneself. This is quite logical, because poor health
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could prevent the widowed person from physically performing

tasks. Being in good health, as many of the respondents were,

also might have limited the amount of help offered by family or

friends as well as limited the amount of help accepted by the

respondents who, based upon the sample criterion of living

independently, apparently valued their ability to manage their

households for themselves.

Household task performance skill and knowledge also was a

strong predictor of continuity strategy choice. Greater skill

resources did, indeed, allow for more tasks to be assumed into

the personal task performance role of the widowed person. This

agrees with the suggestions of George (1980), Hill (1965), and

Palmore et al. (1979) who said that possession of resources

(skills) prior to widowhood would ease the difficulties brought

about during widowhood. Again, greater autonomy and independence

through personal performance of household tasks was more easily

achieved with possession of task skill and knowledge.

Household task performance resources and demands differ

among households. The more resources available via household

members, the greater the ability for the household to meet

demands. The more dependent children or adults residing in the

household, the more resources are needed to meet demands. The

householda of the respondents investigated had slightly more

dependent individuals in residence than adults able to
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contribute resources. Interestingly enough, however, the

presence of independent, resource supplying adults in the

household predicted respondents would perform more tasks for

themselves. It is possible that the dependent individuals living

in the household were children of an adult also residing there.

The adult may have worked outside the home, leaving household

tasks to be performed by the widower or widow. This would

account for greater household task resource demands predicting

more tasks being personally assumed by the respondent.

The respondents had traditional expectations for gender role

based upon the Attitudes Toward Women Scale (Spence & Helmreich,

1978) on which higher scores reflects an increasing degree of egal-

itarian attitude. Normative expectations for gender role was a sig-

nificant predictor of household task performance by widowers and

widows but the more traditional, non-egalitarian attitude pos-

sessed, the more tasks were performed by the respondent, than-

selves. This was a very interesting and unexpected finding and

contrary to the findings of P.P. Hill (1985). One explanation

could be that women with a traditional attitude would not find per-

sonal performance of most household tasks incongruent with their

attitude. The small number of "male-specific" taaks left to them

~ at widowhood may have provided a strong positive challenge with an

attractive enough dividend to over-ride the conflict with their

traditional attitude. Men with traditional attitudes may have
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found it possible to attend to task requirements initially,as the

descriptive analysis showed, but may have found this attitude to be

a greater obstacle over time, as reflected in the personal perfor-

mance of fever tasks by male respondents in the longer length of

widowhood category.
H

P. P. Hill (1985) suggested that initial adjustment diffi-

culty may negatively affect the acquisition of new resources or

skills and a positive attitude toward adjustment. The findings of

this study support this idea, showing that less self-perceived ini-

tial adjustment difficulty predicted the assumption of more tasks

into the household task performance role of widowers and widows

themselves.

Respondents possessing less knowledge about where to locate

community assistance were found to be more likely to perform '

tasks for themselves. This finding was expected because with

less knowledge of the resources for household task performance in

the community, more personal resources would be tapped. Those

respondents who were aware of outside resources available to them

appeared to make more use of these or other outside resources,

such as family or friends.

Whereas it is interesting and important to examine the

variables that were significant predictors of continuity strategy,

it is also important to consider those that were included in the

A
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full model but did were not found to make significant contribution

to strategy choice variance. These variables were age, education,

occupation, social involvement, geographical area of residence,

knowledge of community resources, dwelling maintenance responsibil-

ity, length of widowhood, employment status, income, income regu-

larity, and gender. Explanation for the lack of significance of

these variables is difficult to determine. While in the pilot

study P. P. Hill (1985) found gender and income to be significant

predictors of functional adjustment, a variable similar to continu-

ity, their predictive power regarding continuity strategy choice

may not be as great. The absence of other variables in the predic-

tion model may also be due to their lack of contribution to the

variance in strategy choice.

The model generated by the stepwise regression procedure did

account for 542 of the variance in choice of strategy for household

task performance continuity which makes it a strong model of pre-

diction. It is possible that if the strategy variable were

ezpanded by using a different sample having a greater span of

length of widowhood or containing more strategy choices, more vari-

ables would have been found to make significant contributions and

greater variance explanation could be achieved.

A



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A summary of the purposes, methodology, and findings of the

study is presented in this chapter followed by conclusions and

implications. Finally, recommendations for future research are

suggested. _ "

Summary

The purposes of this study were to (a) conduct a detailed

examination of household task performance prior to and following

widowhood, and (b) identify social and demographic factors

y related to variations in continuity of household task performance

that accompany the maintenance of an independent household during

widowhood. Specific objectives of the study were (a) to identify

patterns of household task performance by husbands and wives and

the extent to which they depend on others outside the household

prior to widowhood; (b) to determine continuities and changes in

household task performance by surviving spouses and others

outside the household after widowhood; and (c) to identify

significant predictors of variations in strategies used to

maintain household task performance continuity during widowhood.

Empirical data used in this study were obtained from a

larger project entitled "Continuity of Household Task Performance

During Widowhood" (Lovingood, et al., 1987), an AARP-Andrus Founda-

tion supported project which was jointly conducted by the Center for

106
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Gerontology, the Department of Housing, Interior Design and Resource

Management, and the Department of Family and Child Development at

the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

The' empirical model for this study was derived from the

theoretical model of the household task performance system and

integrated concepts related to household task performance and

resources available to widowers and widows as they cope with the

loss of their spouse. The model expanded upon the results of a

pilot study.

The sample consisted of widows and widowers who were age 60

years or older, living independently, not married at the time of

the interview, and widowed between 6 months and 5 years. The

sample was obtained using two methods: (a) Names of the

surviving spouses of men and women age 60 years or older at the
‘

time of death were obtained from the obituaries of the daily

newspaper: covering the Roanoke Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Area and Montgomery County, Virginia. Men and women widowed 6

months to 5 years were selected. (b) Referrals of qualified

individuals were obtained through community sources and other

participants in the study. Personal interviews averaging one hour

in length were conducted between March and October, 1987 with a

total of 38 males and 13S·females from two length of widowhood

categories (6 months to 3 years and 3 to 5 years).
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The interview instrument was developed and pretested for the

study. Household task performance roles of each spouse prior to

widowhood were assessed using retrospective reports of the

surviving spouses regarding a set of household tasks derived from

previous research and judged to be necessary for maintenance of

an independent household. Respondents were asked to indicate the

_

degree of responsibiity shared between spouses and others for

each task prior to any debilitating illness and prior to

widowhood. The same items were presented a second time so

respondents could indicate who completed each task at the time of

the interview. Using these data, household task performance

continuity was operationalized as the difference between the

number of tasks completed prior to widowhood and the number of

tasks completed after widowhood. In addition to the task sets,

questions regarding demographic and social characteristics were

included in the instrument.

Generally, respondents were found to be quite independent

and maintaining continuity of household task performance

autonomously. Most lived alone and were aging in place in

suburban or urban areas, were in good health and had incomes

adequate for their needs. Additionally, most were not employed at

the time of the interview, were moderately active socially, and

had only one marriage in their life. Approximately one~third

indicated not being fully adjusted to widowhood.
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Respondents held traditional attitudes as demonstrated both

on their scores on the gender role expectations measure used and

in the pre-widowhood household task performance roles they

described.

Differences between genders and length of widowhood

categories for 15 factors (age, education level, household task

performance skills and knowledge, occupation, health status,

social involvement, gender, household task resources and resource

demands, geographical area of residence, knowledge of community

resources, dwelling maintenance responsibilities, employment

status, income level and regularity, normative expectations for

gender roles, and adjustment difficulty) were determined using

analysis of variance. Men and women differed significantly on

six factors (p < .05).

Men in the sample were significantly older than women. Occupa-

tions were found to be significantly different between the two gend-

ers, however confident conclusions based on this analysis were not

possible due to the occupational scale used. It appeared that the

large number of females categorized as "homemakers" would explain

this difference. Men and women also differed significantly in

employment status with more women designating their status as "home-

maker" or "homemaker retired from outside employment" while men
}

tended to categorize themselves as "retired" or "employed". Men also

reported greater income levels than women. As expected, household
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task skill and knowledge scores differed significantly with females

having over twice as high a score as males.

No significant differences were found between length of

widowhood categories for any variables tested. An interaction

effect between gender and length of widowhood wasß found to be sig-

nificant for household human resources and resource demands. All

groups tested had slightly more dependent household members than

independent members, however, implications of this to the interac-

tion effect could not be determined.

No significant differences were found between genders or

length of widowhood categories or for the interactions between

gender and length of widowhood category for education level,

health status, social involvement, geographical area of

residence, knowledge of community resources, dwelling maintenance

responsibilities, income regularity, normative expectations for

gender role, or adjustment difficulty.

Men characteristically were less skilled or knowledgeable

than women about most household tasks except for financial

management and household/auto repairs or maintenance tasks. In

general, women performed more taska overall in the household than

men before widowhood. At the time of the interview, most

respondents were performing most tasks for themselves. Help, when

received, came from hired help and from family, friends,

neighbors, and commxnity agencies.
U

Women tended to perform more
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tasks than men during widowhood. The recently widowed women tended

to perform more tasks for themselves thmn did their longer—term

counterparts, but recently widowed men did more of their own tasks

than those widowed for a longer period. -

The difference: between pre- and post-widowhood household g

task performance score: between males and females and between

short-term and long-term widowed respondents were also tested

using a repeated measures analysis of variance. Both

groups performed significantly more tasks for themselves

following widowhood than had been in their roles prior to

widowhood. There was also a significant difference found in the

number of task: performed before and after widowhood within each

respondent's score:. Nb significant interaction effects were

found between gender and length of widowhood or among gender,

length of widowhood, and time period.

Since most respondents were maintaining household task

performance continuity during widowhood, continuity strategies

were examined. Two strategies were prominent: assuption of the

deceased spouse's tasks into the household task performance role of

the widowed respondent, and the use of outside help, paid or non-
l

paid, for the performance of various tasks. A multiple regression

analysis was used to determine significant predictors of choice of

continuity strategy. The full model consisted of 17 independent

variables and the dependent variable was constructed by summing the
A
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number of tasks in the post-widowhood household task set for which

the respondent took responsibility. This created a scale reflecting

increasing personal responsibility for household task performance.

Six variables explained 542 of the variance in choice of conti-

nuity strategy: health status (F=27.02), household task resources

and resource demands (F=16.04), normative expectations for gender

role (F=5.7l•), adjustment difficulty (F=5.39), and knowledge of com-

munity resources (F= 5.08). Factors not found to make a significant

contribution to variance were age, education, occupation, social

involvement, knowledge of community resources, geographical area of

residence, dwelling maintenance responsibility, employment status,

income, income regularity, length of widowhood, and gender.

Conclusions

' On the basis of this study, the following conclusions about

household task performance continuity during widowhood are

justified:

1. More household task performance skill and knowledge is

possessed at widowhood by older women than older men

and the possession of this skill contributes to the

ability of widowed persons to adopt the household tasks

left by the deceased spouse into their household task

performance role.

2. Older widowed men and women differ in the amount of

household tasks they, themselves, assume during widow-
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hood. Women add fewer tasks to their role during

widowhood than men.

3. Older widowed persons do not differ in the number of

household tasks they assume into their household task

performance roles during widowhood regardless of the

length of time they have been widowed.

4. Household task performance continuity is maintained by

older men and women that have been widowed for either

short or long periods of time.

5. Different strategies are employed by older men and

women for maintaining household task performance

continuity during widowhood. Men tend to receive more

outside help with task performance than women.

6. The factors that best predict the adoption of household

tasks into the task performance role of surviving

spouses during widowhood are:

(a) good health status

(b) high household task performance skill and knowledge

(c) greater task demands by dependent household members

than task resources available from non—dependent

adult members

(d) traditional gender role expectations

(e) little initial adjustment difficulty
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7. The factors that do not strongly predict choice of

strategy for household task performance continuity

during widowhood include:

(a) age

(b) education «

(c) occupation

(d) social involvement

(e) knowledge of commnity resources

(f) geographical area of residence

(g) dwelling maintenance responsibility

(h) employment status

(i) income level

(j) income regularity

(k) length of widowhood

(1) gender

Implications

Are older widowed persons, particularly widowers, in peril

as the literature cited early in this report suggested? Although

the respondents who participated in this study did not appear to

be at immediate risk, the results imply that their future, espe-

cially for the men, may require attention. The majority of partici-

pants in this study took personal responsibility for the performance

of most household tasks necessary for maintenance of an independent

household, but a greater percentage of men particularly those in the
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longer-term widowed category, employed more assistance in household

task performance than women. Skill and knowledge in household task

performance does affect the amount of help older widowed persons use

to maintain continuity. Men enter widowhood with considerably less

skill and knowledge regarding tasks than women in most task catego-

rum MüwßtüsuüdtMunuawurwhwemimßuu

effect, over time it appears to lead to a greater dependence on oth-

ers.

Therefore, a need exists for spouses to gain skill and knowl-

edge about household task performance in order to preserve their

autonomy and independence. Education in these skills would be help-

ful at the time of widowhood, but bereavement and the changes that

accompany it may inhibit the widower's or widow's desire and ability

to learn these necessary skills. It would be more effective for

family resource management specialists to provide educational pro-

gramming regarding this type of skill development before widowhood.

This type of preparation for independent living would also benefit

couples facing debilitating illness and/or the admission of one

spouse to an extended care facility.

Further, it seems apparent that education for independent

living for all age groups would benefit our society, particularly

in light of our aging population. Preparing individuals,

regardless of their age or marital status, for management of

their own households would benefit single individuals, dual-
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career families, and single-parent families, as well as older

widowed men and women, by increasing the personal resources they

possess to perform the household tasks necessary for the

maintenance of an independent household. This implies that the

effects of the family resource management material taught at all

educational levels may be even more far-reaching and important

than previously considered.

Because a great deal of help came from the social support

network (family, friends, neighbors) of the widowed person,

consideration of the consequences of the loss of this network to

the widower or widow is important. The mobility of our society _

implies that social networks readily change and the support they

provide can be lost. What alternatives do widowed persons have

available in the community to assist in this event? A number of
”

respondents indicated considerable difficulty in finding help in

the community for relatively small but skill-requiring or

physically-demanding tasks such as yard work or household

repairs. A network of people with various talents who would like

to offer services on a volunteer, barter, or for-pay basis would

be a great 8882t to this population. Such a network could be

generated through local Cooperative Extension offices, A.A.R.P.

chapters, or Area Associations on Aging, thereby providing those

with skill resources to use than and those requiring these

resources to find them.
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Finally, knowledge of the community resources available to

sssist with household tasks was low in the sample studied here.

The family resource managment specialist could make greater use

of more diverse media types to disseminate this information.

Greater publicity of available programs through ia
larger variety

of media, such as television, neighborhood newspspers, church publi-

cations, and organization newsletters, would allow more community

resource information to reach those who need it-. Community support

groups for the widowed do exist, however, according to the director

of a group in the their participants tend to be younger men and

women. Support groups geared to older widowed men and women would

also be of assistance in providing information regarding household

task performance and location of community services. An important

opportunity for family resource management specislists to collabor-

ste with social workers and health professionals exists here. Addi-

tionally, these organizations could offer a reference group, partic-

ularly important for men who tend to lack the support snd identifi-

cation such a group could provide. This may be particularly helpful

to men widowed for longer periods of time since it appears they may

have more difficulty than women over time.

Recommendstions for Future Research
'

Analysis of data from a matched pairs sample of men and women

from the sample, based on demographic and social characteristics,

would serve to strengthen this study. Although the sample would
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loose size, the ability to more directly compare respondents based

upon gender may uncover more significant differences between them as

well as identify more predictors of choice of continuity strategy.

This study identified two strategies employed by older

widowers and widows for the maintenance of household task

performance continuity during widowhood: assimilation of tasks
i

left by the deceased spouse into the widowed person's household

task performance role and the aquisition of help from family,

friends, or paid workers to perform tasks left by the deceased

spouse. Other strategies are likely to exist, such as

eliminating certain tasks from the task set. Increasing the

sample size and/or diversity may provide more variance in

_

continuity strategy choice and allow more predictors of each

choice to be identified.

Expansion of the model to include more prediction factors

also would be useful. Inclusion of psycho-social measures, such

as morale, loneliness, and locus of control, may provide further

information about predictors of choice of continuity strategy

choice.

Further investigations into the factors which predict older

persons' abilities to maintain household task performance

continuity during widowhood are necessary. In this investigation

respondents were maintaining continuity well through the

employment of different strategies. It is possible that the
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inclusion of a greater variety of individuals in the sample would

provide more variance in the degree of continuity being

maintained allowing for analysis of the factors that predict

continuity of household task performance during widowhood. The

h addition of respondents widowed less than 6 months and longer

than 5 years may provide this increased variance. Additionally,

with the inclusion of a greater spread in length of widowhood,

more conclusive information regarding the effect of length of

widowhood on gender differences in adjustment difficulty may ‘be

obtained.

Further, a retrospective investigation of widowed persons

who no longer maintain their households independently would allow

for greater understanding of the effects household task

performance skill and knowledge as well as other factors had on

this loss. Predictors of the inability to maintain continuity

could thus be indentified and intervention programming

developed to assist individuals found to be at risk.

It would also be helpful to tap into a larger longitudinal

study of aging to be collect data regarding household task perfor-

mance roles of husbands and wives before retirement, and during

retirement, as well as at and after widowhood. This

would eliminate inaccuracies caused by retrospective data

collection and provide for more information about the changes
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couples and families encounter and the adaptations they make

during older adulthood.

Finally, continued interdisciplinary research efforts,

combining investigators from family resource management,

gerontology, sociology and medical fields, would be valuable.

Aging and widowhood have far—reaching and complex effects on

individual: and society as a whole. Through concerted efforts

of a variety of researchers, a more comprehensive understanding

of these effects could be attained.
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ABSTRACT

This study was designed to increase the understanding of how

older persons maintain their independence in widowhood by examining

their performance of household tasks, comparing responsibilities

before and after widowhood. Specifically, the study focused on

differences in household task performance according to gender and

length of widowhood, and according to whether the tasks were per-

formed by the respondent or others. Participants were 38 men and

135 women from the Roanoke, Virginia SMSA, aged 60 years or older,

widowed less than five years, re:iding in the community as heads of

their own household, and enjoying good health. Interviews were

conducted between April and October 1987 by professional inter-

viewers and lasted one to two hours.

Participants held traditional views of the proper role of

women in society, and expressed those views in houdehold task

behavior that was segregated according to gender role. Most of the

household tasks can be classified as "female" within such a tradi-

tional role conception, and most of them were performed by the

female spouse in these widowers' and widows' households prior to

the event of widowhood. The women entered widowhood with a much

stronger resource in terms of knowledge and skills necessary to

maintain continuity.

The men in the sample appeared to be maintaining their inde-

pendence with much higher levels of help from others than was the
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case for the women. This was especially true for the longer—term

widowers, who relied extensively on assistance with meal arrange-

ments, household cleaning, and caring for clothes-the most

”female" of all the tasks. The majority of the widows performed

most of the tasks themselves, although there was an increase in the

proportion of widows who used help from others, especially agency

or hired help, following widowhood.

It appears that both the widowers and widows achieved conti-

nuity of household task performance from before to after widowhood,

but used different strategies to do so. The men turned to outside

helpers to replace the contribution of their deceased wives in

running the household; the women continued to do the work they had

always done and got help with the "masculine" tasks of financial

management and care of house and automobile. This strategy makes

the men particularly vulnerable to the potential of having to give

up independent living, depending on the strength or fragility of

their outside support systems.

The combination of household task knowledge and skill (high),

gender (female), health status (good), and location of residence

(nonurban) accounted for 67% of the variance in the regression

model. Thus, knowledge and skill are of paramount importance for

continuity of houshold tasks performance, and by extension, for

maintenance of independent living. Participants who had had total

or partial responsibility for sets of tasks prior to widowhood had
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gained sufficient resources in those domains to be able to continue

performing the tasks personally after widowhood.

More intensive analysis is needed to increase the understand-

ing of relationships in the model. However, it is evident that a

number of widowed persons, especially men, need help in learning to

manage household tasks if they wish to maintain independence.

Agencies that provide household assistance to older adults should

adopt an educational stance and attempt to help clients increas

their self-reliance. The goal should be to maximize independent

functioning of clients in the context of short—term assistance

whenever possible.
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Instrument item and scoring for dependent and independent vari-
ables.

VARIAELE ITEM NUMBER(S) SCORING METHOD

Dependent
Variable J

Housheold Task
Performance Continuity Tasks completed by
Strategy 90-188 respondent after

widowhood
(0-23)

Independent
Variables

Household Task Skill 57-89 Score of 7 task
and Knowledge categories of

pre-widowhood
tasks completed

. by respondent
(0-70)

Age 320 _ Years

Education 321 1 - 8 (1 = some
elem. school;
8 = post-grad.
degree)

Occupation 258 1 = 8 (1 = lower
SES; 8 = higher
szs)

Gender Id. Code Male = 1
Female = 2

Employment Status 257 1 — 3 (1 = no
outside employ.;

· 3 = full-time
outside employ.
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Income Level 245 1 — 6 (1 = low)

Income Regularity 254 1 — 6 (1 = weekly;
6 = irregular)

Length of Widowhoo Id. Code 84 = long-term
86 = short—term

Health Status 265 1

-

4 (1 = poor;
4 = excellent) »

Social Involvement 314-318 O - 20 (0 = none;
20 = involved)

Household Human 6 +1 = each non-
Resources and dependent adult
Resource Demands -1 = each child!

dependent adult

Geograhical area 335 1 = urban
of Residence 2 = suburban

3 = rural

Knowledge of 307-308 +1 for each
resource
identified
(0-2 scale - 0=
least knowl.;
2 = most knowl.)

Dwelling Maintenance 7 +1 for maintenance
Responsibility inside

8 +1 for maintenance
outside

9 +1 = size right

10 +1 = can keep clean
(0-4 scale - 0=
least resp.!

· difficulty; 4 =
most resp.!
difficulty)
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Normative Expectations 14-28 1 — 60
for Gender Role (60 = most

egaltarian
expectations)

Self-Perceived Adjustment 212 1 — 4 (1 = very
Difficulty difficulty: 4 =

not difficult at
au.)

214 1 - 4 (1 = very
hard; 4 = not
hard at all)
(2 - 8 scale -
2 = very difficult;'
8 = not diff. at
all)
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Household tasks necessary for the maintenance of an

independent household

MAL ARRANGEMENTS SELF CARE

plans meala arranges medical/dental
makesshopping list appointments (for
shops for food family)
cooks plans for exercise,
cleans up/washes dishes _ rest, and leisure

activities

CLEANING HOUSEHOLD REPAIRS AND
MAINTENANCE

straightens the house
vacuums plans/schedules
dusts household maintenance
mops floors repairs and yard
does other cleaning work
schedules weekly/seasonal performs household
cleaning maintenance/repairs/

yardwork or sees
LAUNDRY they get done

plans/schedules auto
sorts laundryinto loads maintenance/repairs
selecta washer/dryer performs auto
settings maintenance/repairs

puts clothes in washer
puts clothes in dryer MONEY MANAGEMENT
hangs clothes to dry
folds clothes pays hills
puts clothes away balances checkbook
takes clothes to cleaners plans investments

makes investments
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

l

FAMILY MEMER CARE
maintains contact with
relatives/friends takes care of chilren

arranges social/community or others who need
activities care

participates in social/ decides what care and
. community activities childrearing practices

are followed
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- Time begin .T_t___

°
Tin end—.ID

Mo.
—_

· Interview Schedule
E

Thank you for agreeing to talk with n about your life before your (wife/husband)
dled and since you have been widowed.

The interview ls strlctly confldentlal. The answers you provide will be pooled
with nany others. Your name will never be connected with the information youprovide so please feel free to answer each question as honestly as you can. Youdon't have to answer a question if you don•t want to. and you can stop theinterview at any tin 1f you wish to do so. You may ask n questions along theway if there ls something you don't understand.

Do you have questions right now?

I
•¤pect

this ny be difficult for you ·• just thinking about son of thesethings may bring back some tender nsorfes. You may feel like crying. and Iwant you to know that It is alright lf you do. Even lf I get teary-eyed myself.please feel free to npress your feelings. Maybe talking or even crying will be
helpful to you.

·
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1. Have you been earried eore than one time? 1. Yes 2. No
2. How o1d were you when you got ¤•arr1ed [for the first time?]

1) 17 years or under 1
2) 16-19
3) 20-25
4) 26-30 '5) 31-35 V_6) 36-40 _
7) 41 or over

3. [After your first eerriegel was there any tfee when you were Hvfng on yourown without a [HJSBAM)/VIFE] present [e.g.. OIVORCED. VIDOWED. SEPARATED]MT G TCM! JM. DIE TO ARED SERVICE OUTY] [IF YES] How eany years a1to-gether? '
_

(years) [CME 99 IF EVER] [CME O1 IF LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 YEAR]

4. How eany years had you been narried pr1or to [THE MOST RECENT] widowhood?

1) 1ess than 5 years
2) 5-10 years
3) 11-15 years
4) 16-20 years
5) 21-30 years
6) 31·40·years '
7) 41-50 years ·6) Over 50 years

5. How eany 11v1ng ch11dren do you have? __

6. Who 11ves with you? [REA0 ALL CATEGORIESJ

[MALE
-

1. FEMALE • 2]
1. No 2. In [RECORI SEX AN) ABE: EX.- 1-51. 2-32]

° _ _
Live a1one [GO TO 6]

___ _
Ch11dren ___ ___ ___l

__ _
Grurdchüdren ___ __; ___

__ __
Parents ___ _i_i_

_ _
Brothers and Sisters

______ __

_ __
Other relative: ___i_l_

__ _
Fr1ends ___, ____ ___ i_

_ __
Non-related paid he1per(s) _______

,__
Others (Spec1fy)
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HOUSIIG RESPONSIBILITIES AN) SATISFACTION

7. Who ts responsible for eeinteining end repeiring the inside of your home?

I) self [Gl 0‘|l·£R I·¤)SEl·It1.D HEIBERSJ
2) landlord
3) otherIIHO]8.

Iho is responsible for meintaining and repairing the outside end surround•
ing area (yard• sidewalk. flowers. trees) of your home? "

I) self [Gl OT!-ER I·¤JSB·¤.D IGBERSJ‘ 2) landlord
3) other(UID]9.

Does the size of this residence suit your needs? Is tt

I) less then you need
2) just the right size to meet your needs
3) eore thun you need

10. Do you feel you heve too nach living space In your home to keep it
clean end eeintained?

1) yes
2) no

II. Hoe eeny roon of living space do you have not counting bathrooe und halls?

..— .. [REC! TI0 DIBITS]

12. Nov about keeping this home repa1red• maintained. cleaned. end all the tesks ·

involved in running the household. I will reed some statements end would
like you to tell ee which one you would choose if you could heve en ideal
situetion.

IIIIIJICATE IF BEEHS IS RESPOM)EN‘l"S PRESENT SITUATION. 1. NO 2. YES

1) live here byryself2)
stay here end pay someone to help me tune care of the house

_

3) stay here end heve someone eove in who could help me take careof the house _„
4) eove to e place where meintenance end repairs ere hendled by

soeeone else ,1
5) eove closer to people who could help me tune cere of the house __

6) move in with someone else
__

13. Sometimes people don•t invite fr1ends into their home because they aren•t
sat1sf1ed with the way it looks. Have you ever felt this way about your
home since you have been sidowed?

1) No
2) Yes
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Now I would liko to road sono statononts to you. Ploaso look at this card.
[HAND RESPOODENT CAR) A] I'd ‘|1ko you to toll mo your personal opinion about
oach statonont (not tho foolings that you think poopla in gonoral oay havo) by
tolling oo if you strongly agroo• agroo• d1sagr•o• or strongly disagroo with tho
statooont I road. Rooodzor. thoro aro no right or wrong answors. im.: foolings
aro what wo aro intorootod in knowing.

SD D A SA

14. Swoaring and using obsconco languago aro
N

ooro offonsivo in tho spooch of a wooan _ .
than a non. 1 2 3 4

15. If both tho husband and tho wifo aro
working outsido tho hooo• thoy should
sharo oqually in routino hosuohold choroo•

· such as washing dishos and doing tho
laundry 1 . 2 3 4

16. It 1s insulting to womon to havo to oboy
thoir husbands as part of tho1r narriago
vows. 1 2 3 4

17. Awoounshouldboasfrooasaoanto
proposo oarriago. 1 2 3 4

18. Iooon should bo loss concornod with
°'wo•on's rights" and noro concornod with
boing good wivos and nothors. 1 2 3 4

19. Uonon should bo ablo to work as oquals
with oon in all buslnossos and profossions. 1 2 3 4

20. A wonon should not bo ablo to go oxactly
tho samo placos or to havo quito tho saoo
froodoo of action as a non. 1 2 3 4

21. It 1s rfdiculous for a woman to run a
loooootivo and for a man to darn socks. 1 2 3 4

22. Tho dooisions about what is bost for a
co—•n1ty should bo largoly in tho hands
of soon. 1 2 3 4

B. Iooon should bo givon oqual opportunity
with non for appronticoship in var1ous -_ trados• such as carp•ntry_ and oloctrical
work. 1 2 3 4

24. Honon oarning as nach lncooo as thoir
datos should sharo oxponsos oqually whon
thoy go out togothor. 1 2 3 4

ZS. Sons in tho family should bo g1v•n noro
oncouragonont to go to collogo than
daughtors. 1 2 3 4

26. In gonoral. tho fathor should havo groator
l

author1ty than tho mothor in making
doc1s1ons· about raising childron. 1 2 3 4
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Q D A SA
27. Freedon and equality in society are

nore isportant for wonen than being
wonanly. 1 2 3 4

26. There are nany jobs in which nen
should be given preference over
wonen in being hired 1 2 3 4

H. SQIAL PROVISIONS SCALE

Now let's talk about your fanily. friends. neighbors. and so on. I'll read sone
statenents and you look at the card and tell ne which answer tells how you
feel.

Q D A SA

29. There are people I can depend on to help
ne if I really need it 1 2 3 4

30. I feel that I do not have close personal
relationships with other people 1 2 3 4

31. There is no one I can turn to for guidance
· in tines of stress 1 2 3 4

32. There are people who depend on ne for help 1 2 3 4

33. There are people who enjoy the sune social
activities as I do 1 2 3 4

‘

34. Other people do not view ne as coqaetent 1 2 3 4

35. I feel personally responsible for the personal
well·be1ng of another person 1 2 3 4

36. I feel part of a group of people who share
ny attitudes and bel iefs 1 2 3 4

37. I do not think other people respect ny
”

skills and abilities 1 2 3 4

30. If sonething went wrong. no one would cone
to ny assistance 1 2 3 4

39. I have close relationships that provide me
with a sense of eutional security and well-
being 1 2 3 4

40. There is soneone I could talk to about ·
inportant decisions in ny life 1 2 3 4

41. I have relationships where ny conpetence
and skills are recognized 1 2 3 4

42. l'here is no one who shares ny interests and
concerns 1 2 3 4
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SD D A SA

43. Thoro 1: no ono who roally r•l1o: on no
for tho1r woll•bo1ng 1 2 3 4

44. l'h•r• 1: a truotworthy porson I could turn to
for adv1co 1f I woro having probloo: 1 2 3 4

45. I fool a strong oootional bond with at loa:t „
ono othor p•r:on 1 2 3 4

46. Thoro 1: no ono I can dopond on for a1d ff
I roally nood 1t 1 2 3 4

47. T'horo 1: no ono I can fool coofortablo
talk1ng tout problou w1th 1 2 3 4

48. Thoro aro pooplo who ad••1ro ny talont: and
ab1l1t1oo 1 2 3 4

49. I fool a lack of 1nt1•¤acy w1th anothor
porson 1 2 3 4

SO. Thoro 1: no ono who l1ko: to do tho thing:
I do 1 2 3 4

51. Hoononoodsnotocaro forthoo 1 2 3 4
S2. Thoro aro pooplo I can count on 1n an

onorgoncy 1 2 3 4

S3. Appradmatoly how far from your hooo 1: tho hooo of tho porson most likolyto holp you in an onorgoncy? I: 1t

1. w1th1n your noighborhood
2. w1th1n tho :amo comenity/town _
3. in anothor couanity/town
4. 1n anothor :tato
5. no ono would holp

54. How ofton do you v1:1t or talk on tho phono w1th your rolat1vo: andfr1ond:7 CVISIT IEAHS AT YGJR HOIE OR TIEIRSJ °

1. lo:: thun onco a yoar
2. about onco a yoar
3. :ovoral t1no: a yoar
4. about onco a month
5. sovoral t.1mo: a month
6. about onco a wook
7. :ovoral t1moo a wook
8. daily

. S5. About v1:1t1ng and talk1ng w1th fam11y and fr1ond:. 1n gonoral.would you l1ko:

1. nach los: contact -2. loo: contact
3. do you l1ko 1t a: 1t 1:
4. noro contact
S. nach unoro contact
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56. In general. how satisfied are you with your fanfly and friend relation-shine? Are you ‘

1. not at a‘|1 satisfied
2. not too satisfied
3. eonewhat satisfied
4. very satiefied
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I·DU$EHtX.D TAS< PERFORMNGE PRE-HIDGUHOGJ

Lot*s talk about who dld tho housohold choros boforo your EHUSBAMJ/IIFE] bocaeno
sorlously lll. boforo you woro wldowod. Look at thls card and toll mo who usu-
ally dld thooo things. [HNO RESFOMJENT CARD B]

6AN 6: ·

00 • no ono 10 • fathor or nothor Clncludos ln·laws]
01 •

husband always 20 •
son or daughtor [lncludos ln-laws]

. 02 •
husband noro than wlfo 30

•
brothor or slstor [lncludos ln-laws]

03
•

husband und wlfo oqually 40
•

othor rolatlvo -
04 ¤ wlfo ooro than husband 50 • frlond
05 •

wlfo always 60
•

nolghbor (not roally a frlond)
70

•
agoncy porson or hlrod holp

99 • NA

Flut. rogardlng whonqaralng57.

plannod ooals ..... 76. arrangod for modlcal/
56. oado shopping llst

_. dontal appolntmonts
59. shoppod for food ... 7 for tho fully ...
60. cookod __

61. clomod up/washod 79. plannod for oxorclso.
dlshoo .i root. lolsuro actlv·

Now. as far ao gooo. who los for tho faolly
_.

62-
*****9****

**• *¤*•*• Now.about—put
things away i gw ·

63. vacuuood
,__

64. dustod _.. 60. plannod/schodulod
65. ooppod floors. wash housohold oalntonanc•/

· walls. ot:. _ . ropalrs. yard work
__

66. schodulod wod:ly/ 61. porfomod housohold
soaoonal cloanlng __

nalntonanco/ropalrs
(l.o.. wash walls. and yardwork or
wlndows) saw thoy woro dono ____

Thlnklng tout who 62. plannod/schodulod
auto nalntonancol

67. sortod laundry ropalrs
__

lnto loads i 63. porfomod auto
66. soloctod washor/ oalntonanco/ropalrs

dryor sottlngs or saw thoy woro
69. put clothoo in dono

__
washor7°• 9*** **6*** *** In tho aroa
ofdryor._ um71. foldod clothoo i ~

72. put clothoo away ; 64. pald bllls ._
73. hung clothos to dry __,

65. balancod tho chock-74. tod: clothß to bqd
cloanors i 66. plannod lnvosunnts __

67. nuado lnvostsnonts _ _,

How about Who
How about Who

75. malntalnod contact
wlth rolatlvool 66. tod: caro of chlldron
frlondo or othors who noodod

76. arrangod soc1al/ caro _

commlty actlvltlos 69. docldod what caro and
77. partlclpatod ln chlldroarlng prac-

soclal/conwunlty tlcos woro followod
octlvitioo
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HQJSEHOLD TASK5 NO!

Let's talk about the way things are mg. Who perfonn these tasks at present?
[HNO RESPOMJENT CAR) C]

CAR) C:

01 • ee . 60 • nelghbor (not really a
10

•
father or nother [includes in-laws] friend) or boarder

‘

20
•

IQII or dughter [includes 1n•laws] 70 • agency person or hired help
30 •

brother er sister (includes 1n•laws] 99 •
NA

40
•

other relative
50 • friend

[IF HELP I5 BEI)6 [IF RHJEIVING
REOEIVED A9<:] PELP OR NOT

ASK:]

How satisfied Do you feel you
are you with need help?
the help you
are getting? 1 • no

2 • yes
1•not at all satisfied

. 2•not too satisfied
3•s¤ewhat satfsfied
4•very satisfied

Regarding 11h who

90. plans eeals
__,

IB. ;124.91.
edles shopping list

__
125. _ 126.

__

92. shops for food
_

127. i 126.
__

93. cooks
__

129. i 130.
_,_,

94. cleans up/weshes
dishee

__
131.

__
132. __

How about sl.¤u.¤o. Who

95. strafghtens the
house·•puts things
away

__
133. * 134.

___
I

96. vacuun
__,

135.
__

136. ;
97. dusts _

137. ; 136. i
96. oops floors

_
139.140.99.

does other cleaning
tasks

_;
141. i 142.

_

100. schedules weekly!
seasonal cleanlng i 143.

___
144.

__

(1.e.. weshes walls•
windoesl

In the area of ll||¤d.¤• who

101. sorts laundry into
loads i, 145.

__
146. i

102. selects washerl
dryer settings

_
147.

___
148.

_;_,
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103. puts c1otn•s in
vashar 1 149. 1 150. 1

104. puts c'Iotn•s in
dry•r 1 151. 1 152. 1

105. I1angsc1otn•s to dry 1 153. 1 154. 1
106. folds clothss 1 155. 1 156. 1
107. puts c'Ioth•s away 1 157. 1 158. 1
108. tdnss c1otI••s tn

c1•an••·s 1 159. 1 160. 1
¤•¤•rd1n9

a¤:.1.aJ.a¤t1.u.t1na nov- who

109. •a1nta1ns contact
vitn r•‘Iat1v•s/

_ fr1•nds 1 161. 1 162. 1
‘

110. arrangss soc1a1/
counenity act1v1t1•s1 163. 1 164. 1

111. participatss in
so¢1a1/coauunity
a¤t1v1t1•s 1 165. 1 166. 1

In tns ar•a of u1„f_¤¤. who .

112. arrangas ••dica1/
d•nta‘I appointnsnts 1 167. 1 168. 1

113. p1ans for •x•r¤1s••
rast. and 1•1sur•
activitiss 1 169. 1 170. 1

nonaboutvhc ‘

114. p1ans/s¢h•du1•s
I·•ous•no‘Id naintonancsl
rapatrs and yard•ork1 171. 1 172. 1

115. p•rf¤r¤ h¤us•no1d
na1nt•nanc•/r•pa1rs/
yardvork or

s••s

tnsy ar• don• 1 173. 1 174. 1
116. p‘Ians/sch•du‘I•s

auto naintsnancsl
rspairs 1 · 175. 1 176. 1

117. p•rf¤r• auto ‘
••a1nt•nanc•/rspairs
or

s••s
th•y ars

don• 1 177. 1 178. 1

In th• •r•• ¤f ¤¤¤.n¤a¤&x• vn¤

118. pays b1‘I'Is __
1 179. 1 180. 1

119. balancss tus
cnackbodu 1 181. 1 182. 1

120. plans invsstasnts 1 183. 1 184. 1
121. nakss invsshsnts 1 185. 1 186. 1

Luth- Who

122. tunas cars of chfldron
or oth••·s who

n••d
¢¤¤‘•

1 187. 1 188. 1
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IB. d•c1d•s what caro and
childroaring practicas
ar• followod __,

189. __
190.191.

On an av•rag• wodnday. how nany hours do you usually sp•nd
do·Ing work

around th• houso (praparing naals. cloaning. laundry. grocory shopping)

.—. IMIS [ENTER 9 FG! 9 G! IQREI

Oo you think housouork ·
M YES

192. is n•v•r
f1n1sh•d 1 2

193. ls horing 1 2
194. r•qu1r•s a groat d•al of skill 1 2
195. roquiras a lot of concontratlon 1 2
196. 1s approciatad by othars 1 2
197. could bo don• by aloost anyono 1 2
198. g1v•• a r•al s•ns• of accoqlishoont 1 2
199. is lqortant 1 2
200. 1s frustrating bccauso it

do••n•t
allow you to

nuso good us• of your ahilitias 1 2

201. Of all tho tasks you do around th•
hous•• which is your favoritof

a)Why?202.

Which task 1s
th•

most difficult foryou?a)

What •ak•• ltdifficult!b)

What would
•ak•

it •as1•r IZPRCE: 1.•.. holp loarning how to do it.
physical h•lp with

1tJ203.Was your husband/•·If• ill for a long t1••

b•for• ho/sh• d1•d‘I 1. No 2.
Y•s
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[IF HUSBANJ/HIFE MT ILL PRIOR TO DEATH, CIRCLE "1" FOR EACH ·- GO TO 211]

Thinking back to tha tina just bafora your (husband/w1fa) d1•d; frontha fo1·
1ow1ng 11st of hous•ho1d tasks, t•11 na which of than you parfornad wh11• your
¢huah•nd/w1f•> waa 111 which you norna11y d1d not parforn •ar11•r 1n your .
narr1ag•.

ID YES

204. codning, shopping, p1ann1ng naa1s 1 2
~ 205. c1•an1ng 1 2

206. 1aundry 1 2
207. taking cara of tha mnay and b111s 1 2
208. do1ng houa•ho1d rapairs or arrang1ng for

than to ba dona 1 2
209. tak1ng cara of tha car or othar v•h1c1a(s) 1 2
210. tudng cara of tha yard , 1 2

ADJUSTISNT TO 1IIDO1II·10(D '

Any tina a changa takaa p1ac• 1n a housaho1d, such as w1dowhood, norna1 day-to-
day 11fa 1s d1sruptad and

p•op1•
can fa•1 d1sorgan1z•d for a wh11•.

211. D1d you axparianca th1s aftar you wara w1dow•d1 1. Yaa 2. No
[IF K1, GO TO 216]

212. In g•nara1, wou1d you d•scr1ba your first nonth or so of w1dowhood as:

1. vary d1ff1cu1t
2. fa1r1y d1ff1cu1t
3. not too d1ff1cu1t
4. not d1ff1cu1t at a11

213. Do you
f••1 you hava gottan your 11fa back to norna1 w1th th1ngs undar

contro1?

1. Yas
2. No '

214. How hard a tina d1d you hava raadjusting your 11fa aftar ba1ng widowad?
Has 1t

1. vary hard
2. fa1r1y hard
3. not too hard
4. not hard at a11

215. How 1ong d1d 1t taka you to
g•t

your 11fa back in ordar?

1. 6 months or 1ass
2. 7 - 12 mnths
3. 1 1/2 — 2 yaars
4. 2 1/2 - 3 yaars
5. not yat adjustad
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I rrant to ask about soss thlngs in your svsryday lifs novr. Plsass tsll ss lf
you'vs •¢psr1sncsd any changss cosparsd to just bsfors you bscass vidorrsd.

_

W
LESS CHANBE MORE

216. Do yoru ass your frisnds sors oftsn than
bsfors. lsss oftsn• or ls thsrs no changs .
in horn oftsn you sss thssf 1 2 3

217. 0o you sss your rslativss sors oftsn. lsss
oftsn• or- 1s thsrs no changsl 1 2 3

216. '0o you spsnd nors t1•s doing ths things you
rsally snjoy. lsss ths. or no changs. 1 2 3

219. Do you find 1t sors difficult to run your
daily affairs than bsfors rrtdorrhood. lsss
difficult. or about ths sass? 1 2 3

220. 0o you havs a grsatsr ssnss of frssdos
nos. lsss fr•sdos• or no changsl 1 2 3

221. Havs you bscoos sors trustful of othsr
psools sincs rridouhood. lsss trustful. or-
no churgsl 1 2 3

H2. 0o you havs sors sslf-confidsrucs nos. lsss ·
sslf—conf‘Idsnc•• or is thsrs no changs in
your fssl ing of ssl f—conf1dsnc•2 _ 1 2 3

Hau do you fssl your situation is non coqarsd to just bsfors you rrsrs
•‘Ido•sd.. Ars your

WRSE ABGJT _ BETTER
(FF ll-! SME (FF

ZB. finurcial conditions 1 2 3
224. living conditions 1 2 3
225. social opportunitiss 1 2 3

226. Hour hslpful usrs othsr psopls aftsr yoru rrsrs vfdorrsdf Woruld you say

1. not at all hslpful
2. not too hslpful
3. fairly hslpful ·
4. vsry hslpfrul

· H7. Who rras ths sost hslpful to you in your first unth or so of rrfdorrhoodl
Was it fufly usdusrs. frfsnds and ns1ghbor·s• club ssusrs. or souons
slss!

1. fanily ssdusrtsl CSPECIFY] ___l_,______

2. frfsnd/nsighbor
3. social organization osdsrtsl [SPECIFY OIGANIZATIONI _Hl
4. other- ESPECZFYJ
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228. Mhon you bocaneo widowod. did you havo any childron l1v1ng at homo?

1. no
2. yos

229. Aftor you bocamo widowod. did you movo to a now placo of rosidonco?

1. no
2. yos • How soon aftor widowhood did you neovo? ‘ ___ (mo)

[ENTER MIBER (F IOMTHS IM TWO DIGITSJ

80. Sinco you bocamo widowod. aro your frionds

1. nostly thoso you had boforo widowhood
2. nootly now frionds
3. a codelnation of old and now frionds

MANAGEMENT

Ewory day wo nako nany docisions about how wo run our housoholds. You may not
roal izo tho nudeor of docislons you oddng during tho day. For oxaqlo. fut-
lios ofton sort long-torm goals for thomsolvos. such as having all of tho chil-
dron rocoivo a good oducation. You may plan your day. oithor tho night boforo
whon you go to bod or in tho uorning whon you drink your coffoo. so that you can
got ovorything in you would liko to do. Pooplo ofton may woigh choicos thoy
havo for gortting a job dono. For ouaqelo. a woman may chooso to nako a cako for
a bako salo using a box unix rathor than from scratch bocauso it tdsos loss tino
and offort. A man nay tako h1s car to tho car wash aftor tho snow bocauso. ovon
though it costs oonoy. 1t tdnos loss offort and is fastor than washing tho car
himoolf. Managing your housohold may also involvo thinking about how a docision
you mako today may affoct what you havo to work with in tho futuro. For
oezaqlo. somoono may chooso to buy choapor brands of cortain foods bocauso thoy
know thoy will nood to buy modicino soon. Thoy also may uso past •¤por1oncos
whon making doc1s1ons today—·th•y may romodeor that it is boot to shop for
shoots and towols in tho wintor during tho '•whito saloo" to savo nonoy that can
bo usod for othor ossontials or ovon a vacation.

Tho following statomonts havo to do with how ofton you think about gotting tho
most from your timo. nonoy and onorgy-•how ofton you think about tho choicos you
havo whon making ovory day doclsions about your housohold. Look at this card
and toll neo how ofton you do oach of tho following. [HNO RESPOIDEMT CARD D]

CARD D 1 ¤ Movor
•

2
•

Occasionally ,
3 ¤ Froquontly
4 • Constantly

How ofton do you
L..Qi;E

21. Docido upon tho things you wuet to got or acconml1sh. 1 2 3 4

B2. Mdeo a dofinito doc1s1on ueout things. 1 2 3 4

233. Balanco uso of onorgy. timo. monoy. and holp from
othors to got tho groatost bonoflt. 1 2 3 4

234. Dovolop plans that can bo usod ovor and ovor for
doing cortain things. 1 Z 3 4
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N...Q—;.Q
235. Dacida how to put your tina to bast usa. 1 2 3 4

236. Cons1dar tha influanca of ona dac1s1on on othar
d•c1s1ons that will hava to ba nada. 1 2 3 4

237. Davalop plans for doing ar gatting what 1s wantad. 1 2 3 4
•

B8. Usa raaults fron pravious •¢par1ancas whan naking __
_ daclsions and plann1ng. 1 2 3 4

B9. Tdna action on plans that hava baan nada. 1 2 3 4

240. Gat work dona 1n a raasonabla mount of t1na. 1 2 3 4

241. Balanca what 1s wantad now w1th what 1s wantad 1n
tha futura. _ ‘

1 2 3 4

242. Talk w1th othar fm1ly naabars about goals and tha
plans for accoqal 1sh1hg than. 1 2 3 4

243. How sat1sf1•d ara you w1th your usa of t1na? Ara you

1. coqlataly d1ssat1s1'1•d
2. sonauhat d1ssat1sf1•d
3. nautral (about aqually d1ssat1s1'1•d and sat1sf1ad)
4. sonawhat sat1sf1•d
5. ccqlataly satisfiad ‘

244. Why do you think you faal th1s way? [RECORD VEMATINJ

IICOE LEVEL A10 REGLARITY/FINNBIAL SECURITY

[HAN) CAN E]

245. Look at th1s card and tall na which lattar conas closast to your housahold
1ncona bafora taxaa last yaar. Just tall na tha larttar. not tha mount.

CAR) E a) lass than 5.000
Ü) 5•°°°

°
gaggg

C)dl 15.000 • 19.999
C)

"fl25.000 or nnora

I'll raad a l1st of sourcas of incona. Plaasa tall na which appliad to you
during tha past yaar. 01d you hava any

N0 YES
246. aarnad 1nc¤•a 1 2
247. raturn fron invaatnants 1 2
248. social sacur1ty 1 2
249. ban•f1ts ralatad to jobs 1 2
250. annad s•rv1ca b•n•f1ts 1 2
251. lagal arrangnnuants 1 Z
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NO YES
52. g1fts and lnheritances 1 2
53. Did you have any sources of income that I d1dn't

eentiont [SPE¢IFY] 1 2

54. How often do you receive incone froe your "m,;i„¤_;g;¤;g•'?

1. wednly
2. every 2 weeks "
3. eonthly
4. every 3 months (quarterly)
5. leos frequently than every 3 months
6. my eain 1n¢o••

does not coee regularly

55. Please tell oe how well you think you (and your family) are doing now
financially as conpared to other people your age-·better. about the same.or worsel

1. Horse
2. About the same
3. Better

56. How well does the anount of money you have take care of your needs-—very
well. fairly well. or poorly?

1. Poorly
2. Fairly well
3. Very well

‘
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BPLOYMENT STATUS
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263. Did ycur husband/1•1f•
•v••·

verk?

1. No
2. Y••
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264. What kind of work did he/she do? (State the Specific Occupation in Detail)

PEALTH STATUS

265. Hou uould you rate your overall health at the present t1¤e—•¤cellent.good. fair or poor?

1. Poor
2. Fair

4. Excellent

266. Heu nach doee your health stand in the uay of your doing the things youwant to do-not at all. a little (sone). or a great deal?
1. A great deal
2. A little (sone)
3. Not at all
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SUBJECTIVE WELL•BEIN§

Now how about thoso quost1ons:

267. 0o littlo things bothor you ooro this yoar? 1. Yos 2. No

268. Do you soootioos worry so nach that you can't sloop? 1. Yos 2. No

269. Aro you afraid of a lot of things? 1. Yos 2. No

270. Do you tako things hard? 1. Yos 2. No

271. 0o you got nad noro than you usod to? 1. YOS 2. NO

272. Do you got upsot oasily? 1. Yes 2. No

273. Do things koop gotting worso as you got oldor? 1. Yes 2. No

274. 0o you havo has much pop as you did last yoar? 1. bb 2. Yes

275. As you got oldor aro you loss usoful? 1. Yes 2. No

276. Aro you as happy now as whon you woro youngor? 1. Ib 2. Yes

277. As you got oldor aro things bottor than you 1. No 2. Yos
thought thoy would bo?

278. Do you havo a lot to bo sad ahout? 1. Yß 2. No

279. Is lifo hard for you nach of tho tion? 1. YOO 2. NO

280. Do you soo onough of your fr1onds and rolativos? 1. NO 2. YOO

281. Oo you soootiuaos fool that lifo 1sn't worth l1v1ng? 1. Yß 2. N°

282. How uch do you fool lonoly? 1. a lot 2. not nach

283. Aro you satisfiod with your lifo today? 1. not sat1sfiod
2. sat1sf1•d

LOOELIIESS

Look at this card and toll so how ofton you fool this way. [HAM) CAIIJ F]

CAQ F. 1. Novor
2. Raroly
3. Sow•ot1••s
4. Ofton

284. I fool in tuno w1th tho pooplo around no. 1 2 3 4

285. No ono roally knows mo woll. 1 2 3 4

286.. I can find- coqaanionship whon I want it. 1 2 3 4

287. Pooplo aro around mo but not with no. 1 2 3 4
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[HAM) RESPONDENT CARD G]

How strongly do you agree or disagree w1th these statements.
Strongly Strongly° Disagree Agree

288. I have little control lover the things that '
happen to me. 1. 2 3 4 S

289. There is really no way I can solve some of
the probleme I have. 1 2 3 4 S

290. l’here 1s little I can do to change many of the
important things in my life. 1 2 3 4 S

291. Ihat happens to me in the future depends mostly -on me. 1 2 3 4 S

292. I often feel helpless in dealing with the problems
of life. 1 2 3 4 S

293. Sometimes I feel that I'm being pushed around in
life. 1 2 3 4 5

294. I can do just about anything I really set my mind to. 1 2 3 4 5

‘
COMJNITY RESQJEES ‘

Let's talk about some of the comnunity services you may have used before you
were widowed. l'hese services may have been provided through your church. through
a senior c1t1zens organization or through a coneunfty service organization such
the Department of Social Services or the Cooperative Extens·Ion Service. I will
read you a list of services. Please tell me wh1ch ones you used heinz! You were
widowed. CTl·IIS 00ES HQI IPCLIDE PRCFESSION SERVICES]

_ No Yes
295. home nurse services 1 2
296. money management services 1 2
297. legal aid services 1 2
298. household chore or homemuner services 1 2
299. meal services (e1ther delivered here or gprovided in a comnnity building) 1 2
300. information and referral services 1 2

Now. from the same list. please tell me if you use any of these services now.

No Yes
301. home nurse services 1 2
302. money management serv1ce 1 2··
303. legal aid services 1 2
304. household chore or homemaker services 1 2
305. meal services (e1ther delivered here or

provided in a coweuunity building) 1 2
306. information or referral services 1 2
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307. If you need help.- where could you receive information about available
services in your couunlty?

1. family ’
2. friend/neighbor
3. agency ESPECIFYJ _.l____tl_
4. otherIZSPEIFYJ300.

Do you know where you could receive help regularly with routine householdchores if you needed lt?

1. Ho [60 T0 310]
2. Yes

309. Hhere could you get this senlce
1. faeily
2. friend/neighbor
3. agency
4. other[SPECIFY]310.

0o you own a car or other vehicle?

1. Ho [G0 T0 312]
2. Yes

311. How often do you drive. Is it: V

1. less than once a year
· 2. about once a year
3. several tiees a year
4. once a eonth
5. several t1mes a month
6. once a week
7. several tieee a week
0. daily

312. Can you tdse a bus lf you need to go soeewhere in the comnity?

ll ß

2. Yes

313. Do you feel you need transportation more often than it is available toyou?

1. Ho
2. Yes
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I w1ll road you a list of act1v1t1•s. Tall uns about how many hours a wook you
usually spond in

•ach
activity fron th• cho1cos on this card. [HAM) RESPOMJENT

CAM HJ

CAR! H 0. Mons
1. 1-2 hours/w••k
2. 3-5 hours/w••k

4. 9-10hours/w••k5.
uro than 10 hours/w••k

314. attandlng church s•rv1c••
0 1 2 3 4 5

315. doing volunt••r work 0 1 2 3 4 S
316. attanding •••t1ngs of clubs and

organizations 0 1 2 3 4 5
317. socializing with frisnds. r•lat1v•s. ·

naighbors. and othsrs 0 1 2 3 4 5

318. In your church. club. or volunt••r act1v1t1•s. how nany t1••s hava youb••n
in charga of a conittao or projact or

b••n
an offlcarl

1. M•v•r
2. A fow

_ 3. A lot

Now I•d l1k• to ask you a faw qusstions about yoursalf and your bukground.

319.
Ih•r~• w•r• youborn?320.

Hhsn was that!Month
Day Y•ar

321. How far did you go in school?

1 0-4 y•ars

2 5-8 yoars

3 High school incoqlata

4 High school coqlotod

5 Post high school businass or trads school

6 1-3 yoars coll•g•

7 4 yoars coll•g• coqlatad

8 Postgraduato d•gr••
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CHNGE

Now. two final quostions.

S2. If you could chango ons thing about your l1f• right now. what would lt bol

S23. Ihat adv1c• would you g1v• to young couplss today about who should nako
cortaln docisions and do

c••·ta·In
jobs around

th•
hous•2
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CLOSIIG PROTOCOL
_ Well. Mr/Mrs. .—...l___. that concludes our interview. I

reallze that this interview eay have been difficult for you. I hope that talk-
ing together has been helpful for you. I'¤ sure the infornation you have given
will be helpful to others who face the same situation you have.

Thmk you for partlcipating and for your help.(
Here ls a list of co—un(ty agencles and servicesnwhlch you
nay flnd helpful (point out any that eay appear partlcularly
pert1nent).

The infornation will be useful for understanding the
sltuatlone faced by elderly wldowed persons and for planning
needed couunlty service progran and services.

For further information call Dr. Rebecca Lovlngood or Dr.
Roseeary Bl leszner or write thee at the Center for Gerontology
at Vlrglnla Tech (hand thank·you card)

Thank you again.

[MTB: IF lEN‘M. IEALTH/BEREAVEIENT CWNSELIIG A°PEARS IIDICATE. ASK IF l'HE
IESPOIDENT WGLO LIKE TO TAU< WITH SGEOIE FURTIER WHO UIDERSTAIOS HQI
OIFFICILT A THE THIS IS. IF YES. TELL THB! WE WILL HAVE SQEOIE FR04
FANILY SERVICES IN RONIXE CONTACT TIB! OR. IF POSSIBLE. IELP TIEN NIKE
TIE CALL. CONTICT l'IE PROJECT MANAGER OR PRIICIPAL INVESTIGATOR
IHEDIATELY.]
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TO BE CGPLETED BY THE INTERVIEWER ITMEDIATELY AFTER THE INTERVIEW

324. In gon••·a‘I• was tho nspond•nt's attitudos tonard tho intorviow

1. sad. dopnssod. t•arfuT
2. host1T•• angry ‘
3. indtffonnt und bond
4. cooporativo. hut not par-t1cuTarTy oagor .5. fr1•nd‘|y and oagor _

35. Was tho nspond•nt•s undorstanding of tho quostions. in g•n••·aT
h

1. poor .
2. fair
3. good

[INIICATE ANY PARTICILAR SEOTIONS OR ITEHS WHICH HERE PARTICULARLY OIFFICULT]

326. In gononl. tho n•1d•nc• appoand

1. unkopt ' '
• ‘

2. uncT•an hut sonswhat tidy
3. sonsuhat cToan and tidy
4. vory cT•an and tidy

327. Is tho n•pond•nt•s housing unit part of a housing c¤npT•x or aoartnant
huüding that is ¤stTy or •nt1nTy for sonior c1t1z•ns (65 yoars or
oTdor)‘I

1. y•s• IJ:. sanior citizons T1v• thon
2. yos. ¤stTy sonior citizons Tivo than
3. no. nixod aparhant or noighborhood
4. can•t t•TT for sun. soon to bo nostTy s•n1ors

‘

5. can't t•TT for sun. soon to bo nixod housing

328. Typo of structun in which Raspondont Tivoss

1. Dotuhad s1ngT• fan1Ty houso

2. Ootachod two or thno fan1Ty houso ·

3. Ronhouso or townhouso

4,. Apartnant houso (4 or non units)

5. Apartnsnt conpT•: (2 or non apartnant buiTd1ngs)

6. Othor (SPECIFYM
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329. Condition of housing unit or apartment building:

1. Dilapidatad.
v•ry

substandard

2. 0•t•r1orat·Ing

3. G•n•rally sound ~

4. E:¤c•ll•nt condition "

330. R•spond•nt•s raca

1. Ihito
2. Black '
3. OthorIZSPECIFY]Physical

d1sab11it1•s appar•nt‘dur1ng 1nt•rv1••:

1. Not at all
2. Sl ight
3. Modorato
4. Markod

331. Hard of hoaring ;

332. Ispairod vision i

333. Difficulty moving
around ___

. 334. During tho 1nt•rv1•« vors my othor pooplo pr•s•nt1 1. N0 2. YES

335. Aroa of r•s1d•nc• .

1. Rural
2. Suburban
3. Urban

336. Int•rv1••••r Codo
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